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AN ACT
RELATING TO NONSUBSITANTIVE CODE CORRECTIONS AND INCLUDING
EI'EECTIVE DAITE PROVISIONS.

BE

IT

ENACTED BY THE GENERAT ASSEI{BLY OF THE STATE OF IOffA:

DIVISION

I

NONSUBSTANTIVE CEANGES

Section I. Section 68.14, subsection 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. Prior to the meeting of the commission, the conmission
or a commissioner sharl not communicate with the applicant,
property o!ùner, or tenant, or their agents, regarding the
condemnation proceedings. The commissioners shalr meet in
open session to view the property and to receive evidence, but
may delíberate in closed seggion. lfhen deliberating in closed
session, the meeting is closed to a1l persons who are not
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commissioners except for personnel from the sheriff's office
if such personnel åÊ are requested by the commission. After
deliberations conmence, the commission and each conmissioner
is are prohibited from communicating with any party to the
proceeding. However, if the commission is deliberating in
closed session, and after deliberations conmence the commission
requires further information from a party or a witness, the
commission shaII notífy the property osrner and the acquiring
agency that they are allowed to attend the meeting at which
such additional information shall be provided but only for

that period of tine during which the additional information is
being provided. The property onner and the acquiring agency
shall be given a reasonable opportunity to attend the meeting.
The commission shalI keep ninutes of all its neetings showing
the date, time, and place, the members present, and the action
taken at each meeting. The minutes sha11 show the results of
each vote taken and information sufficient to indicate the
vote of each member present. The vote of each member present
sha1l be made public at the open session. The minutes shall be
public records open to public inspection.
Sec. 2. Section 8F".2, subsection I, paragraph b,
subparagraph (8), Code 2011, is amended to read as follows:
(8) A contract for services provided from resources made
available under tPå+Je Tit. XVIII, XIX, or XXI of the federal
Social Security Act.
Sec. 3. Section 108.4, subsection 2, paragraph g, Code
Supplement 2011, is amended to read as follows:
g. If the reporting entity is a life science enterprise, as
provided in chapter 10C, Code 2011, as that chapter exists on
or before June 30, 2005, the total amount of commercial sale
of life science products and products other than tife science
products which are produced from the agricultural land held by
the life science enterprise.
Sec. 4. Section 12.87, subsection 1, paragraph a, Code
Supplement 2011, is amended to read as fotlows:
a. The treasurer of state is authorized to issue and sell
bonds on behalf of the state to provide funds for certain
infrastructure projects and for purposes of the rowa jobs
program established in section 16.194. The treasurer of state
sha1l have all of the powers which are necessary or convenient
to issuer sell, and secure bonds and carry out the treasurer of
state's duties, and exercise the treasurer of state's authority
under this section and sections 12.88 through LZ.9O. The

l
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treasurer of state rnay issue and se1I bonds in such amounts as
the treasurer of state determines to be necessary to provide
sufficient funds for certain infrastructure projects and the
revenue bonds capitals fund, the revenue bonds capitals II
fund, the payment of interest on the bonds, the establishment
of reserves to secure the bonds, the payment of costs of
issuance of the bonds, the payment of other expenditures of
the treasurer of state incident to and necessary or convenient
to carry out the issuance and sale of the bondsr and the
payment of all other expenditures of the treasurer of state
necessary or convenient to administer the funds and to carry
out the purposes for which the bonds are issued and sold. The
treasurer of state may issue and seIl bonds as provided in
paragraph "å" in one or more series on the terms and conditions
the treasurer of state determines to be in the best interest of
the state, in accordance with this section in such amounts as
the treasurer of state determines to be necessary to fund the
purposes for which such bonds are issued and sold as.#Ho**.
Sec. 5. Section 15.104, subsection 3, unnumbered paragraph
1, Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as follows:
Review and approve or disapprove a life science enterprise
plan or amendments to that plan as provided in chapter 10C,
Code 2011, and according to rules adopted by the board. A
Iife science plan shall make a reasonable effort to provide
for participation by persons who are individuals or fanily
farm entities actively engaged in farming as defined in
section 10.1. The persons may participate in the life science
enterprise by holding an equity position in the life science
enterprise or providing goods or service to the enterprise
under contract. The plan must be filed with the board not
later than June 30' 2005. The life science enterprise may file
an amendment to a plan at any time. A life science enterprise
is not eligible to file a p1an, unless the life science
enterprise files a notice with the board. The notice sha1l be
a simple statement indicating that the life science enterprise
nay file a plan as provided in this section. The notice must be
filed with the board not later than June I, 2005. The notice,
p1an, or amendments shal1 be submitted by a life science
enterprise as provided by the board. The board sharl consult
with the department of agriculture and land stewardship during
its review of a life science plan or amendments to that pIan.
The plan shall include information regarding the life science
enterprise as required by rules adopted by the board, including
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but not linited to all of the following:
Sec. 6. Section 15.1174' subsection 6r paraÇraph b, Code
Supplernent 2011, is amended to read as follows:
þ, Review annually all of the economic development programs
administered by the authority and the board that relate to the
targeted industries and make reconmendations for adjustments
that enhance efficiency and effectiveness. In reviewing the
programs, the council shalI, to the greatest extent possible,
utilize economic development data and research in order to make
objective, fact-based recommendations.
Sec. 7. Section L5.247, subsection I, paragraphs c and d,
Code Supplement 2011, are amended to read as follows:
c. A person within the third degree of consanguinity of an
employee of the authority, a person within the third degree
of consanguínity of a member of the targeted small business
financial assistance board or member's relativer or â business
with any financial ties to a member shaIl not be eligible for
financial assistance under the program during the employee's
employment or the member's tenure on the board, as applicable.
d. l,fembers shall serve tffñreå.:r two-year terms and may be
reappointed. A member shaIl not serve more than two terms.
* e. The targeted smal1 business financial assistance
board shall consider aIt applications for financial assistance
under the program submitted on or after JuIy l, 2007.
Sec. 8. Section 154.9, subsection 1, paragraph b, Code
Supplement 2011, is amended to read as follows:
b. (1) In order to assist a comrnunity or communities
located within the state to secure new industrial manufacturing
jobs' the state of rowa makes economic development assistance
available within the zone or zones, and the department of
economic development shall designate a site or sites, which
shall not be larger than two thousand five hundred acres,
within thirty days of t{arch 4, L994, as a quality jobs
enterprise zone or zones for the purpose of attracting a
primary business and supporting businesses to locate facilities
within the state.
(2) The primary business or a supporting business shall not
be prohibited from participating in or receiving other economic
development programs or services or electing to utilize other
tax provisions to the extent authorized else$rhere by law.
Sec. 9. Section 344.15, subsection 1, paragraphs c, e, and
h, Code Supplement 2011, are amended to read as follows:
c, One person appointed by the Iov¡a asseei#

4
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pe¡+ee+a¿ peace off icers association.
e. One person appointed by the lowa assee'ittåoa:ef

professional fire fighters.
by the Iowa chapter of the
association of pu¡¡.+e+a*e+y public-saf ety communications
off icials-international, inc.
Sec. 10. Section 808.114' Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
80B.l1A Jailer training etandards,
The director of the academy, subject to the approval of
the council, and in consultation with the lowa department of
corrections, Iowa state sheríffs' and deputies' association,

h.

One person appointed

peace officers
and the lov¡a as.seei
association, shall adopt rules in accordance with this chapter
and chapter I7A establishing minimum standards for training of

jailers.
Sec. 1I.

Section 808.11C, Code 20LL, is

amended

to read as

follows:
808.l1C Telecommunicator training standards.
The director of the academy, subject to the approval of
the council, in consultation with the lowa state sheriffs'
and deputies' association, the lowa police executive forum,
peace officers
the lowa
association, the lowa state police association, the lowa
as-se,eå¿Èåearef professional fire fighters, the Iowa emergency
medical services association, the joint council of lowa
fire service organizations, the Iowa department of public
safety, the lowa chapter of the association of pr¡.I+e+a*et1r
public-safety communications officials-international, inc., the
Io$¡a chapter of the national emergency number association, the
homeland security and emergency management division of the lowa
department of public defense, and the lowa department of public
healthr shal1 adopt rules pursuant to chapter I7A establishing
minimum standards for training of telecommunicators. For
purposes of this section, "telecommunicator " means a person who
reeeives requests for, or dispatches requests to, emergency
response agencies which include, but are not limited to, Iaw
enforcement, fire, rescue, and emergency medical services
agencies.
,i

Sec. 12. Section 80E.2, subsection t, paragraph m,
20LL, is amended to read as follows:
Iî. A member representing the lowa asseei#
pe+ie+a*e peace off icers association.

Code
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Sec. 13. Section 808.2, subsection 2, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
2. The prosecuting attorney, licensed substance abuse
treatment specialist, certified substance abuse prevention
specialist, substance abuse treatment program director, member
representing the Iowa as,seelaÈ+en of eh+efs
peace officers association, member representing the Iovta state
police association, and the member representing the lowa state
sheriffs' and deputies' association shall be appointed by the
governor, subject to senate confirmation, for four-year terms
beginning and ending as provided in section 69.19. A vacancy
on the council shall be fi1led for the unexpired term in the
same manner as the original appointment was made.
Sec. 14. Section 96.21, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:

96.2L Termination.
If at any time lPi+le Tit. Ix of the Social Security Act'
as amended, sha1l be amended or repealed by Congress or hetd
unconstitutional by the supreme court of the United States,
with the result that no portion of the contributions required
under this chapter nay be credited against the tax imposed
by said +å+le Tit. Ix' in any such event the operation of
the provisions of this chapter requiring the payment of
contributions and benefits shall immediately cease, the
department sha11 thereupon requisition from the unemployment
trust fund alI moneys therein standing to its credit, and such
moneys, together with any other moneys in the unemployment
compensation fund shall be refunded, without interest and under
regulations prescribed by the department' to each employer
by whom contributions have been paidr proportionately to the
employer's pro rata share of the total contributions paid under
this chapter. Any interest or earnings of the fund shall be
available to the department to pay for the costs of making such
refunds. lilhen the department shall have executed the duties
prescribed in this section and performed such other acts as are
incidental to the termination of its duties under this chapter'
the provisions of this chapter, in their entirety' shall cease
to be operative.
Sec. 15. Section 96.27, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
96.27 Approval of attorney general.
An agreement made for the purchase or other acquisition of
the premises mentioned in section 96.25 ef**it.+eeÈåon with
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funds granted or credited to this state for such purpose under

the Social Security Act or the Wagner-Peyser Act shall be
subject to the approval of the attorney general of the state of
Iowa as to form and as to title thereto.
Sec. 16. Section 97C.5' Code 20II, is amended to read as
follows:
97C.5 Tax on employees.
Every employee whose services are covered by an agreement
entered into under section 97C.3 sha11 be required to pay
for the period of such coverage into the contribution fund
established by section 97C.L2, a tax which is hereby imposed
with respect to wages received during the calendar year of
1953, equal to such percentum of the wages received by the
employee as imposed by Social Security Act¡ T*tie Tit. II'
as such Act has been and may from time to time be amended.
Such payment shal1 be considered a condition of employment
as a public employee. Taxes deducted from the wages of the
employee by the employer and taxes imposed upon the employer
shall be forwarded to the state agency for recording and shall
be deposited with the treasurer of state to the credit of
the contribution fund established by section 97C.L2 of this
chapter.
Sec. L7. Section 97C.10, Code 2011, is amended to read as

follows:
97C.L0 Tax on enployer.
In addition to all other taxes there is hereby imposed upon
each employer as defined in section 97C.2, subsection 2, a
tax equal to such percentum of the wages paid by the employer
to each employee as imposed by the Social Security Act¡ {Ii#e
Tit. II, as such Act has been and may from time to time be
amended. The ernployer shall pay its tax or contribution from
funds available and is directed to pay same from tax money or
from any other income available. The political subdivision is
hereby authorized and directed to levy in addition to all other
taxes a property tax sufficient to meet its obligations under
the provisions of this chapter, if such tax levy is necessary
because other funds are not available.
Sec. 18. Section 97C.15, Code 20IL, is amended to read as
follows:
97C.15 Payments to secretary of treasury.
From the contribution fund the custodian of the fund shalI
pay to the secretary of the treasury of the United States such
amounts and at such time or tines as may be directed by the

7
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state agency in accordance with any agreement entered into
under section 97C.3 and the Social Security Act¡ {He Tit. II.
Sec. 19. Section 99D.11, subsections 2 and 3, Code
Supplement 2011, are amended to read as follows:
2. Licensees shal1 only permit the pari-mutuel or
certificate method of wagering, or the ad¡¡aneed advance deposit
method of wagering, as defined in this section.
3. The licensee may receive wagers of money only from a
person present in a licensed racetrack enclosure on a horse
or dog in the race selected by the person making the wager to
finish first in the race or from a person engaging in ad¡¡aneed
advance deposit wagering as defined in this section. The
person wagering shall acquire an interest in the total money
wagered on all horses or dogs in the race as first winners in
proportion to the amount of money wagered by the person.
Sec. 20. Section 99D.11, subsection 6, paragraph c, Code
Supplement 2011, is amended to read as follows:
c. (1) The commission shal1 authorize the licensee of the
horse racetrack located in Polk county to conduct ad¡¡a¡eed
advance deposit wagering. An ad¡¡a:¡teed advance deposit wager
may be placed in person at a licensed racetrack enclosure, or
from any other location via a telephone-type device or any
other electronic means. The commission may also issue an
ad¡¡a¡eed advance deposit vragering operator license to an entity
who complies with subparagraph (3) and section 99D.8A'.
(2) For the purposes of this section, @
pari-mutrr"t
ir, *ni"n
irrdividual may establish
""*rirrg
"r,
an account, deposit money into the account, and use the
account balance to pay for pari-mutuel wagering. Of the net
revenue, less all taxes paid and expenses directly related to
account deposit wagering incurred by the licensee of the horse
racetrack located in Polk county, received through adra:neeê
advance deposit wagering, fifty percent shal1 be designated for
the horse purses created pursuant to section 99D.7, subsection
5, and fifty percent shall be designated for the licensee for
the pari-mutuel horse racetrack located in polk county.
(3) Before granting an ad¡¡a:re€d advance deposit wagering
operator license to an entity other than the licensee of
the horse racetrack located in Polk county, the commission
sha1l enter into an agreement with the licensee of the
horse racetrack located in Polk county, the Iovra horsemen's
benevolent and protective association, and the prospective
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deposit wagering operator for the purpose
of determining the paynent of statewide source market fees
and the host fees to be paid on all races subject to ad¡¡a:teed
advance deposit wagering. The commission shal1 establish the
term of such an ad¡¡aneed advance deposit v¡agering operator
license. Such an ad¡¡aneeê advance deposit lragering operator
licensee sha11 accept $ragers on live races conducted at the
horse racetrack in Polk county from all of its account holders
if it accepts wagers from any residents of this state.
(4) An unlicensed ad¡¡aneeè advance deposit wagering
operator or an individual taking or receiving wagers from
residents of this state on races conducted at the horse
racetrack located in Polk county is guilty of a class .D"
felony.
(5) For the purposes of this paragraph oc", *adv'aneed
"advance deposit wagering operator"
means an ad¡¡aneed advance deposit wagering operator licensed
by the commission who has entered into an agreement with the
licensee of the horse racetrack in Polk county and the losra
horsemen's benevolent and protective association to provide
ad:¡¿neeë advance deposit wagering.
Sec. 2L. Section 1008.1, subsection 1r paraÇraph a,

ad¡¡aneeë advance

subparagraph (1), subparagraph division (c), Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
(c) Two members from a list submitted by the lowa
as.soei¿#ioareg professional f ire f ighters.
Sec. 22. Section 105.2, subsection I, Code Supplement 20LJ-,
is amended to read as follows:
8. "EydronÍc" means a heating or cooling system that
transfers heating or cooling by circulating fluid through
a closed system, including boilers, pressure vessels,
re++içera+ee refrigeration equipment in connection with chilled
water systems, all steam piping, hot or chilled water piping
together with all control devices and accessories, installed as
part of, or in connection with, âDy heating or cooling system
or appliance using a liquid, water, or steam as the heating
or cooling media. "Eydronic" includes all low-pressure and
high-pressure systems and all naturalr propâDe¡ liquid propane,
or other gas lines associated with any component of a hydronic
system.

Sec. 23. Section L24.40J-, subsection 4, paragraph e,
Supplenent 2011, is amended to read as follows:

e,

Red phospho*ous phosphorus.

Code
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Sec. 24. Section 135.105, subsection 1' Code 201f is
amended to read as follows:
1. Coordinate the childhood lead poisoning prevention
program with the department of natural resources' the
university of lowa poison control program' the mobile and
regional child health s'peeiåJ.it-T specialty clinics, and any
agency or program known for a direct interest in lead leve1s

in the environment.
Sec. 25. Section 135.159r subsection 2' paragraph a'
subparagraph (9), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as
follows:

(9) A representative of the gerrer*e+s lowa developmental
disabilities council.
Sec. 26. Section 161G.3, subsection 3, paragraph a, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
a. Provide for conservation systems that manage and optimize
nitrogen and ph:esph:ereus phosphorus within fields to minimize
runoff and reduce downstream nutrient loading.
Sec. 27. Section :.-62.20, subsection 5, paragraph c, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
c. The transfer of a dog or cat to a research facility as
defined in section 162.2 or a person licensed by the United
States department of agriculture as a class B dealer pursuant
to 9 C.F.R. ch. I, subch. A, pt. 2. However, a class B dealer
who receives an unsterilized dog or cat from a pound or animal
shelter shall either sterilize the dog or cat or transfer the
unsterilized dog or cat to a research facility provided in this
paragraph. The class B dealer sha1l not transfer a dog to a
research facility if the dog is a greyhound registered with the
national greyhound association and the dog raced at a track
associated with pari-mutuel racing unless the class B dealer
receives written approval of the transfer from a person who
owned an interest in the dog while the dog was racing.
Sec. 28. Section 2258.3, subsection 1, paragraphs b, c2 and
d, Code 2OII, are amended to read as follows:
b. Three providers of disability prevention services,
reconmended by the goverae+å lowa developmental disabilities
council, appointed by the governor, and confirmed by the
genate.

c. Three persons with expertise in priority prevention
areas, reconmended by the geve.:rlroÉs Iowa devetopmental
disabilities council, appointed by the governor, and confirmed
by the senate.
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d, Three persons with disabilities or family members of a
person with disabilities, reconmended by the g€{refiorå lowa
developmental disabilities council, appointed by the governor
and confirmed by the senate.
Sec. 29. Section 225C.6, subsection I' paragraph k' Code
Supplenent 2011, is amended to read as follows:
k. Coordinate activities with the geve+aerå lowa
developmental disabilities council and the mental health
planning council, created pursuant to federal 1aw. The
commission sha1l work with other state agencies on
coordinating, collaborating, and communicating concerning
activities involving persons with disabilities.
Sec. 30. Section 23LE.4t subsection 3r paragraph e, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
ê, Work with the department of human services, the lovra
department of public health, the g€v€rf€f+ Iowa developmental
disabilities council, and other agencies to establish a
referral system for the provision of substitute decision-making

.

services.
Sec. 31. Section 241.3, subgection 2, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
2. The department shall consult and cooperate with the
department of workforce development, the United States
comrníssioner of social security adrninistratíon, the *È¡¡i+å-el*
eÉ office on the status of women of the department of human
rights, the department of education, and other persons in the
executive branch of the state government as the department
considers appropriate to facilitate the coordination of
nultipurpose service programs established under this chapter
with existing programs of a similar nature.
Sec. 32. Section 249A.48, subsection 2, paragraph a,
subparagraph (39), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
(39) The goveæerfu lowa developmental disabilities
council.
Sec. 33. Section 256.32, subsection 2, paragraph c, Code
Supplement 2011, is amended to read as follows:
c. The current postsecondary agriculture s+rid€rntÊ student
organization of Iowa president.
Sec. 34. Section 256.354, subsection 2r paraÇraph b, Code
201L, is amended to read as follows:
b. In addition, representatives of the department of
education, the division of vocational rehabilitation of the
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department of education, the department of public health, the
departrnent of human services, the gie{rern€¡rå Iowa developmental
disabilities council, the division of insurance of the
departrnent of conmerce, and the state board of regents shaIl
serve as ex officio members of the advisory council. Ex
officio members sha11 work together in a collaborative manner
to serve as a resource to the advisory council. The council
may also form workgroups as necessary to address specific
issues within the technical purview of individual members.
Sec. 35. Section 256C.5, subsection 2r paraÇraph a, Code
Supplement 20II, is amended to read as follows:
a, For the initial school year for which a school district
approved to participate in the preschool program receives that
approval and inplements the preschool program, the funding for
the preschool foundation aid payable to that school district
shaI1 be paid from the appropriation made for that school year
in section 256C.6, Code 2011, or in another appropriation
made for purposes of this chapter. For that school year, the
preschool foundation aid payable to the school district is
the product of the regular program state cost per pupil for
the school year multiplied by sixty percent of the school
district's eligible student enrollment on the date in the
school year determined by ru1e.
Sec. 36. Section 260H.2t Code Supplement 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
2608.2 Pathways for academíc career and emplo¡rment program.
A pathways for academic career and employment program is
established to provide funding to community colleges for the
development of projects in coordination with the economic
development authority, the department of education, :telca the
department of workforce development, regional advisory boards
established pursuant to section 84A,.4, and community partners
to implement a simplified, streamlined, and comprehensive
process, along with customized support services, to enable
eligible participants to acquire effective academic and
employnent training to secure gainful, quality, in-state
employment.

Sec. 37. Section 260H.8, Code Supplement 201I, is amended
to read as follows:
2608.8 Rules.
The department of education, in consultation with the

coIleges, the economic developrnent authority, and
:t€ffa the department of workforce development, shalI adopt
community
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rules pursuant to chapter 174 and this chapter to inplement
the provisions of this chapter. Regional advisory boards
established pursuant to section 844.4 shal1 be consulted in the
development and implementation of rules to be adopted pursuant
to this chapter.
Sec. 38. Section 273.2, subsection 3, Code Supplement 2OLL,
is amended to read as follows:
3. The area education agency board sha1l furnish
educational services and programs as provided in sections
273.1, this section, sections 273.3 lo 273.9, and chapter 2568
to the pupils enrolled in public or nonpublic schools located
within its boundaries which are on the list of accredited
schools pursuant to section 256.11. The programs and services
provided shall be at least conmensurate with programs and
services existing on July 1, L974. The programs and services
provided to pupils enrolled in nonpublic schools shal1 be
comparable to programs and services provided to pupils enrolled
in public schools within constitutional guidelines.
Sec. 39. Section 273.3, subsections 2 and 12, Code
Supplement 2011, are amended to read as follows:
2. Be authorized to receive and expend money for providing
programs and services as provided in sections 2'13.L, 273.2,
this section, sections 273.4 to 273.9, and chapters 2568
and 257. All costs incurred in providing the programs and
services, including adrninistrative costs, sha1I be paid from
funds received pursuant to sections 273.L to 2'13.9 and chapters
2568 and 257.

L2. Prepare an annual budget estinating income and
expenditures for programs and services as provided in sections
273.1, 273.2, this section, sections 273.4 to 273.9, and
chapter 2568 within the limits of funds provided under section
2568.9 and chapter 257. The board shall give notice of a
public hearing on the proposed budget by publication in an
official county nevrspaper in each county in the territory
of the area education agency in which the principal place
of business of a school district that is a part of the area
education agency is located. The notice shall specify the
date, which shalI be not later than titarch 1of each year, the
time, and the location of the pubtic hearing. The proposed
budget as approved by the board shaIl then be submitted to the
state board of education, on forms provided by the departmentr
no later than ldarch 15 precedíng the next fiscal year for
approval. The state board shal1 review the proposed budget of
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each area education agency and shall before ApriI 1, either
grant approval or return the budget without approval with
comments of the state board included. An unapproved budget

sha1l be resubmitted to the state board for final approval not
later than April 15. For the fiscal year beginning JuIy 1,
1999, and each succeeding fiscal year, the state board shal1
give final approval only to budgets submitted by area education
agencies accredited by the state board or that have been given
conditional accreditation by the state board.
Sec. 40. Section 280.13C, subsection 3, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
3. ¿ìT A student who has been removed from participation
shall not reconmence such participation until the student has
been evaluated by a licensed health care provider trained in
the evaluation and management of concussions and other brain
injuries and the student has received written clearance to
return to participation from the health care provider.
t 4. For the purposes of this section@

ærAreæ#i
a. "ExtracurricuJar Ínterschol.astÍc activity" means any
extracurricular interscholastic activity, contest, or practice,
including sports, dance, or cheerleading.
b. -'LÍcensed heaLth care provider" means a physician,
physician assistant, chiropractor, advanced registered nurse
practitioner, nurse, physical therapist, or athletic trainer
licensed by a board designated under section 147.13.

Sec. 4L. Section 313.3, subsection 1, paragraph d, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
d. AlI revenue accrued or accruing to the state of Io$¡a
on or after January 26, L949, from the sale of public 1ands
within the state, under Acts of Congress approved l¡larch 3,
1845, supplemental to the Act for the adm,i+s,ion Admission of
the s.t€t€s states of ro$ra and Florida into the union, chapters
75 and 76
, 5 Stat. 7gg
790, shall be placed in the primary road fund.
Sec. 42. Section 331.512, subsection I, paragraph e, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
ê, The levy for taxes for the eouaty brucellosis and
tuberculosis eradication fund as provided in section r65.tg.
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Sec. 43. Section 331.559, subsection 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. Collect the tax levied for the eotata brucellosis and
tuberculosis eradication fund as provided in section 165.18.
Sec. 44. Section 356.36' unnumbered paragraph 1, Code 20LI,
is amended to read as follows:
The lowa department of corrections' in consultation with
the lowa state sheriff 's association, the lowa asseei€#'i€it
peace officers association' the
Iowa league of cities' and the lowa board of supervisors
association, shall draw up minimum standards for the regulation
of jai1s, alternative jails, facilities established pursuant to
gthen completed
chapter 3554 and municipal holding facilities.
by the department, the standards shaIl be adopted as rules
pursuant to chapter 174.
Sec. 45. Section 356.37, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
design proposals.
356.37 Confinenent and detention report

planning
division of criminal and juvenile justice
of the department of human rights, in consultation with
the department of corrections, the lowa county attorneys
association, the lowa state sheriff's association, the lowa
as-eeiaÈ*en ef eh*efs ef peliee ané peace officers association,
a statewide organization representing rural property taxpayers,
the Iowa league of cities, and the Iowa board of supervisors
association, shall prepare a report analyzing the confinement
and detention needs of jails and facilities established
pursuant to this chapter and chapter 3564. The report for each
type of jail or facility shall include but is not limited to
an inventory of prisoner space, daily prisoner counts, options
for detention of prisoners with mental illness or substance
abuse service needs, and the compliance status under section
356.36 for each jail or facility.
The report shall contain an
inventory of recent jail or facility construction projects in
which voters have approved the issuance of general obligation
bonds, essential county purpose bonds, revenue bonds, or
bonds issued pursuant to chapter 4238. The report shall be
revised periodically as directed by the administrator of the
division of criminal and juvenile justice planning. The first
submission of the report shall include reconmendations on
offender data needed to estimate jail space needs in the next
two, three, and five years, on a countyr Çeographic region, and
statewide basis, which may be based upon information submitted
The
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i
I
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pursuant to section 356.49.
Sec. 46. Section 403.2L, subsection 3, Code Supplenent
201L, is amended to read as follows:
3. The community college shall send a copy of the final
agreement prepared pursuant to section 260F.3 to the economic
development authority. For each year in which incremental
property taxes are used to retire debt service on a jobs
training advance issued for a project creating new jobs, the

shall provide to the economic development
authority a report of the incremental property taxes and new
jobs credits from withholding generated for that year, a
specific description of the traíning conducted, the number of
employees provided program services under the project, and the
median !ùage of employees in the new jobs in the project, and
the administrative costs directly attributable to the project.
Sec. 47. Section 410.1, unnumbered paragraph 5, Code ?OIL,
is amended to read as follows:
The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to police
officers and fire fighters who entered employment after l¡larch
2, 1934' except that any police officer or fire fighter who
had been making payments of membership fees and assessments as
provided in section 410.5 prior to July 1, L97I, shal1 on July
!, L973¡ be fu11y restored and entitled to all pension rights
and benefits, vested or not vested, under this chapter if the
city has not returned to such police officer or fire fighter
the membership fees and assessments paid by the police officer
or fire fighter prior to July 1, 1971, and if such police
officer or fire fighter pays to the city within six months
after July 1, 1973, the amount of the fees and assessments
that the police officer or fire fighter would have paid to the
police officers' or fire fighters' pension fund from July I,
L97Ir to JulY l, 1973, if. I97I lowa Acts æioæ
, ch. I0B, had not been adopted.
ff the membership fees and assessments paid by such police
officer or fire fighter prior to JuIy 1, I97I, have been
returned to the police officer or fire fighter, all pension
rights and benefits, vested or not vested, under this chapter
sha1l be fuIly restored to the porice officer or fire fighter
on July I, 1973, if, within six months after July I, L973, such
police officer or fire fighter repays the fees and assessments
so returned and pays the amount of the fees and assessments to
the city that the police officer or fire fighter would have
paid to the appropriate pension fund from JuIy 1, 1971, to
community college
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JuIy 1, 1973, if 7971 lowa Acts

ch. 108 had not been adopted.
Sec. 48. Section 411.36, subsection I, paragraph a'
subparagraph (1), Code 201f is amended to read as follows:
(1) Two fire fighters from different participating cities,
one of whom is an active member of the retirement system and
one of whom is a retired member. The fire fighters shall be
appointed by the governing body of the lowa asseei¿*åelræg
professional fire fighters.
Sec. 49. Section 43'1A.3, subsection 14, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
!4. a. "Locaf amount" means the first forty-four million
four hundred forty-four thousand four hundred forty-five
dollars of the acquisition cost of any major addition which is
an electric power generating plant and the total acquisition
cost of any other najor addition.
b. "Loca.L amount" f.or the purposes of determining the local
taxable value for a new electric power generating plant shalI
annually be determined to be equal up to the first forty-four
nillion four hundred forty-four thousand four hundred
forty-five dollars of the taxable value of the new electric
pov¡er generating plant . "LocaL amount" f.oÍ the purposes
of deternining the local assessed value for a new electric
power generating plant sha1l be annually determined to be the
percentage share of the taxable value of the new electric power
generating plant allocated as the local amount multiplied by
the total assessed value of the new electric power generating
plant.
Sec. 50. Section 437A.3, subsection 18, paragraph b, Code
Supplenent 2011, is amended to read as follows:
b. (1) Any acquisition on or after January 1, 2004, by
a taxpayer, by transfer of ownership, self-construction,
or capital lease of any interest in electric transmission
operating property within a Iocal taxing district where the
acquisition cost of all interests acquired exceeds one nillion

@i€'t,

dol1ars.

(2') For purposes of this chapter, the acquisition cost of
an asset acquired by capital lease is its capitalized value
determined under generally accepted accounting principles.
Sec. 51. Section 451.1, subsection 3, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
3. *FederaL Estate ?ax Act" and all such similar terms,
means {Pi*le Tit. III of chapter 27 of. the Acts of the
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Sixty-ninth Congress of the United States' first session,
Stat., e{*apt€.:* c}:. 27, as of
appearing in 44 ffi
January 1, 2000, as amended.
Sec. 52. Section 452A.5t Code 20IL, is amended to read as
follows:
452A.5 Distribution aLlowance.
1. A supplier shal1 retain a distribution allowance of not
more than one and six-tenths percent of all gallons of motor
fuel and a distribution allowance of not rnore than seven-tenths
percent of all gallons of undyed special fuel removed from
the terminal during the reporting period for purposes of tax
computation under section 4524.8.
2. The distribution allowance shall be prorated between the
supplier and the distributor or dealer as follows:
+ a. t{otor fuel: four-tenths percent retained by the
supplier, one and two-tenths percent to the distributor.
+ b. Undyed special fuel: thirty-five hundredths percent
retained by the supplier, thirty-five hundredths percent to the
distributor or dealer purchasing directly from a supplier.
3. Gallons exported outside of the state sha1l not be
included in the calculation of the distribution.
Sec. 53. Section 452A.8, subsection 2, paragraph e, Code
2011, is amended to read as follov¡s:
e. (1) The tax for compressed natural gas and liquefied
petroleum gas delivered by a licensed compressed natural gas
or liquefied petroleum gas dealer for use in this state shaIl
attach at the time of the delivery and shaI1 be collected by
the dealer from the consumer and paid to the department as
provided in this chapter. The tax, with respect to compressed
natural gas and liquefied petroleum gas acquired by a consumer
in any manner other than by delivery by a licensed compressed
natural gas or liquefied petroleum gas dealer into a fuel
supply tank of a motor vehicle, attaches at the time of the use
of the fuel and shall be paid over to the department by the
consumer as provided in this chapter.
(2) The depart¡nent shal1 adopt rules governing the
dispensing of compressed natural gas and liquefied petroleum
gas by licensed dealers and Iicensed users. The director may
require by rule that reports and returns be filed by electronic
transmission. For purposes of this paragraph *e", *dealet"
and "useÍ" mean a licensed compressed natural gas or 1íquefied
petroleum gas dealer or user and "fue1 " means compressed natural
gas or liquefied petroleum gas. The departnent shall require
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located at dealer locations and user locations
through which liquefied petroleum gas can be dispensed shall
be metered, inspected, tested for accuracy, and sealed and
licensed by the state department of agriculture and land
stewardship, and that fuel delivered into the fuel supply
tank of any motor vehicle shall be dispensed only through
tested metered pumps and may be sold without temperature
correction or corrected to a temperature of sixty degrees. If
the metered gallonage is to be temperature-corrected, only a
temperature-compensated meter sha1l be used. Natural gas used
as fuel shall be delivered into compressing equipment through
sealed meters certified for accuracy by the department of
agriculture and land stewardship.
(3) (a) A1I gallonage which is not for highway use,
dispensed through metered punps as licensed under this section
on which fuel tax is not collected' must be substantiated by
exemption certificates as provided by the department or by
valid exemption certificates provided by the dealers, signed by
the purchaser, and retained by the dealer. A "zâLid exenption
certificate provided by a deaJer" is an exemption certificate
which is in the form prescribed by the director to assist a
dealer to properly account for fuel dispensed for which tax is
not collected and which is complete and correct according to
the requirements of the director.
(b) For the privilege of purchasing liquefied petroleum
9âs, dispensed through licensed metered pumps, on a basis
exempt from the tax, the purchaser shall sign exemption
certificates for the gallonage claimed which is not for highway

that all

pumps

usg.

(c) the department shalI disallow all sales of gallonage
which is not for highway use unless proof is established by the
certificate. Exemption certificates sha1l be retained by the
dealer for a period of three years.
{+} (4) (a) For the purpose of determining the amount
of liability for fuel tax, each dealer and each user shall
file with the department not later than the last day of the
month following the month in which this division becomes
effective and not later than the last day of each calendar
month thereafter a monthly tax return certified under penalties
for false certification. The return shall show, with reference
to each location at which fuel is delivered or placed by the
dealer or user into a fuel supply tank of any motor vehicle
during the next preceding calendar month, information as
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required by the department.

'€l l_Þ.)_ The amount of tax due shall be computed by
rnultiplying the appropriate tax rate per gaIIon by the number
of gallons of fuel delivered or placed by the dealer or user
into supply tanks of motor vehicles.
ÊÌ (c) The return shall be accompanied by remittance in
the amount of the tax due for the month in which the fuel was
placed into the supply tanks of motor vehicles.
Sec. 54. Section 4534.13' subsection 4, paragraph a,
unnumbered paragraph 1, Code Supplement 2011, is amended to
read as follows:
An unrevoked permit for which the holder has paid the full
annual fee may be surrendered during the first nine months of
said year to the officer issuing it' and the department, or the
city or county granting the permit shall make refunds to the

holder as f ollows:
Sec. 55. Section 4534.13' subsection 4' paragraphs b and c,
Code Supplement 2011' are amended to read as follows:
b, An unrevoked permit for which the holder has paid
three-fourths of a fuII annual fee may be so surrendered during
the first six months of the period covered by said payment and
the said department, city, or county sha1l make refunds to the
holder as follows:
(1) A sum equal to one-ha1f of ân annual fee if the
surrender is rnade during October, November, or December.
(2) A sum equal to one-fourth of an annual fee if the
surrender is made during January, February, or l{arch.
c. An unrevoked permit for which the holder has paid
one-half of a fuII annual fee may be surrendered during the
first three months of the period covered by that payment, and
the department, city, or countyz sha1l refund to the holder a
sum equal to one-fourth of an annual fee.
Sec. 56. Section 4558.L7L, subsection 32, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follov¡s:
32. "sevage sludge" means any solid, semisolid, or liquid
residue removed during the treatment of municipal waste water
or domestic sewage. "See{aqe sludge" includes but is not limited
to solids removed during primary, secondârlr or advanced waste
water treatment, scum septager portable toilet pumpings, type
III marine device pumpings as defined in 33 C.F.R. par+ ch. 1,
subch. O, pt. 159, and sewage sludge products. *sewaqe sludge"
does not include grit, screenings, or ash generated during the
incineration of sewage sludge.

saiå+
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Sec. 57. Section 4558.26It subsection 7' Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
7. '-Estabiished average mÍnimum ffotl" meang the average
minimum flow for a given watercourse at a given point
determined and established by the commission.
a. The "average minimum flovr" for a given watercourse shalI
be determined by the following factors:
(1) Average of mininun daily flows occurring during
- preceding years
ttre
chosen by the commission as more nearly
representative of changing conditions and needs of a given
drainage area at a particular time.
* (2) l{inimum daily flows shown by experience to be the
limit at which further withdrawals would be harmful to the
public interest in any particular drainage area.
* . (3) The minimum daily flows shown by established
discharge records and experiences to be definitely harmful to
the public interest.
b, The determination shaIl be based upon available data,
supplemented, when available data are incomplete, with whatever
evidence is available.
Sec. 58. Section 4558.423t subsection 2r paragraph a,
subparagraph (6), Code Supplement 20LI, is amended to read as
follows:
(6) Through agreements or contracts with other state
agencies, to work with private industry to develop alternatives
to land disposal of hazardous waste or hazardous substances
including but not limited to resource recovery, recycling,
neutralization, and reduction.
Sec. 59. Section 4558.47It subsection 11, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
11. a. "tlnderground storage tank" means one or a
combination of tanks, including underground pipes connected
to the tanks which are used to contain an accumulation of
regulated substances and the volume of which, including the
volume of the underground pipes, is ten percent or more beneath
the surface of the ground.
b. (l) "tlnderground storage tank" does not include:
**t (a) Farm or residential tanks of one thousand one
hundred gallons or less capacity used for storing motor fuel

for noncommercial purposes.
-(++ (b) Tanks used for storing heating oil for
use on the prernises where stored.
€Ì Ic) Residential septic tanks.

consumptive
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fl+ (d) Pipeline facilities regulated under the Natural
Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968' as amended to January 1' 1985,
codified at 49 U.S.C. S 1671 et seg., the Hazardous Liquid
Pipeline Safety Act of \979, as amended to January 1' 1985'
codified at 49 v.S.C. S 2001 et sê9., or an intrastate pipeline
facility regulated under chapter 479.
{++ (e) A surface ímpoundment, pit, pond, or lagoon.
{û (f) A storm water or wastewater collection system.
trY (g) A flow-through process tank.
{+} (h) A liquid trap or associated gathering lines
directly related to oil or gas production and gathering
operations.

1+\ (i) A storage tank situated in an underground area
including but not limited to a basement, cellar, mineworking'
drift, shaft, or tunnel if the storage tank is situated upon or
above the surface of the floor.
* (2) "Underground storage tank" does not include
pipes connected to a tank described in paragraph V Y,
s'u¡pas¿g:aæAs subparagraph ( 1) tår€r*ghf|.
Sec. 60. Section 4558.474t subsection 1, paragraph a,
subparagraph (6), subparagraph division (g), Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
(g) An owner or operator may elect to proceed with
additional corrective action on the site. However, any action
taken in addition to that required pursuant to this par€€riap+r
subparagraph (6), shalI be solely at the expense of the
+
o!,¡ner or operator and shall not be considered corrective action
for purposes of section 455G.9, unless otherwise previously
agreed to by the board and the owner or operator pursuant to
section 455G.9, subsection 7. Corrective action taken by an
owner or operator due to the department's failure to meet the
tine requirements provided in subparagraph division (e) shall
be considered corrective action for purposes of section 455G.9.
Sec. 6I. Section 4558.4'14, subsection 1r paragraph a,
subparagraph (8), subparagraph division (c), Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
(c) A certificate shall be recorded with the county
recorder. The owner or operator of a site who has been issued
acertificateunderthis#subparagraph(8)'or
a subsequent purchaser of the site shall not be required to
perform further corrective action because action standards are
changed at a later date. A certificate shaIl not prevent the
department from ordering corrective action of a new release.
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Sec. 62. Section 4558.474, subsection 2, paragraph a,
subparagraph (2), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
(2) A person who establishes financial responsibitity
by self-insurance shall not require or shall not enforce an
indemnification agreement with an operator or owner of the tank
covered by the self-insurance obligation, unless the owner
or operator has committed a substantial breach of a contract
between the self-insurer and the owner or operator' and that
substantial breach relates directly to the operation of the
tank in an environmentally sound manner. This paragrap+
subparagraph applies to all contracts between a self-insurer
and an ovrner or operator entered into on or after l.tay 5' 1989.
Sec. 63. Section 4564.338' subsection 2r paraÇraph c7
subparagraph (4), unnumbered paragraph 1, Code Supplement 2011,
is amended to read as follows:
Delivery of plrosplrereus phosphorus and sediment from
the watershed will be controlled and in place before lake
restoration begins. Loads of phosphe+ers phosphorus and
sediment, in conjunction with in-lake management, will meet or
exceed the following water quality targets:
Sec. 64. Section 462A.52, subsection 3, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
3. The commission shall submit a vrritten report to the
general assembly by December 31, 2007, and by December 31 of
each year thereafter through December 31, 20L3, summarizing the
activities of the department in administering and enforcing
programs to control aquatic invasive species and administering
and enforcing navigation laws and water safety upon the inland
waters of the state. The report shal1 include information
concerning the amount of revenues collected pursuant to this
section as a result of fee increases pursuant to 2005 lovra
Acts, ch. L37, and how the revenues e¡ere expended. The report
shall also include information concerning the amount and source
of all other funds expended by the commission during the year
for the purposes of administering and enforcing programs
to control aquatic invasive species and administering and
enforcing navigation laws and water safety upon the inland
waters of the state and how the funds were expended.
Sec. 65. Section 4668.3, subsection 4, paragraph k,
unnumbered paragraph 1, Code Supplement 20IL, is amended to
read as follows:
The secretary of agriculture, who shall be the chairperson,
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or the secretary's designee. As the chairperson' and in
order to further the coordination efforts of the council, the
secretary may invite representatives from any other public
agency, private organization, business, citizen groupr or
nonprofit entity to give public input at council meetings'
provided the entity has an interest in the coordinated
management of land resources' soil conservation' flood
rnitigation, or water quality. The secretary sha11 also invite
and solicit advice from the following:
Sec. 66. Section 468.174, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
468.L74 ltembership in the national drainage association.
1. Any drainage district may join and become a member of
the national drainage association. A drainage district may
pay a membership fee and annual dues upon the approval of the
drainage board of such district' but not in excess of the

following:

dollars for drainage districts having
indebtedness in excess of one million dollars.
b. Fifty dollars for drainage districts having an
indebtedness of five hundred thousand dollars and less than one
million doIlars.
c. Twenty-five dollars for drainage districts having an
indebtedness of two hundred fifty thousand dollars and less
than five hundred thousand dollars.
d, Ten dollars for drainage districts having an indebtedness
less than two hundred fifty thousand dollars.
2. The annual dues for any district shall not exceed
one-twentieth of one percent of the outstandíng indebtedness of
the district.
Sec. 67. Section 476.I, Code 2011, is amended to read as
a.

One hundred

follows:

476.t epplicabiJ-ity of authority.
1. The utilities board within the utilities division of the
department of conmerce sha1l regulate the rates and services of
public utilities to the extent and in the manner hereinafter
provided.
2. As used in this chapter, "board" or '-utiLities board"
means the utilities board within the utilities division of the
department of conmerce.
3. As used in this chapter , "publÍc utÍJity" sha1l include
any person, partnership, business association, or corporation,
domestic or foreign, owning or operating any facilities for:
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;H a, Furnishing gas by piped distribution system or
electricity to the public for compensation.
* b. Furnishing conmunications services to the public for
compensation.

+ c. Furnishing water by piped distribution system to the
public for compensation.
4. l¡tutual telephone companies in which at least fifty
percent of the users are ov¡ners, cooperative telephone
corporations or associations' telephone companies having less
than fifteen thousand customers and less than fifteen thousand
and unincorporated
access lines, municipally owned utilities'
villages which own their ov¡n distribution systems are not
subject to the rate regulation provided for in this chapter.
5. This chapter does not apply to waterworks having less
il
It

than two thousand customers, municipally owned waterworks,
joint water utilities established pursuant to chapter 389,
rural water districts incorporated and organized pursuant
to chapters 3574 and 504, cooperative water associations
incorporated and organized pursuant to chapter 499, or to
a person furnishing electricity to five or fewer customers
either by secondary line or from an alternate energy production
facility or small hydro facitity, from electricity that is
produced primarily for the person's oqrn use.
6. A telephone company otherwise exempt from rate
regulation and having telephone exchange facilities which cross
state lines may elect, in a writing filed with the board, to
have its rates regulated by the board. When a written election
has been filed with the board, the board shaII assume rate
regulation jurisdiction over the company.
7. The jurisdiction of the board under this chapter
shall include efforts designed to promote the use of energy
efficiency strategies by rate or service-regulated gas and

electric utilities.
Sec. 68. Section 476.LD, subsection 1, paragraph c,
subparagraph (3), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as
follows:

(3) Effective July 1, 2008, the retail rate jurisdiction
of the board shall not be applicable to single line flat-rated
residential and business service rates unless the board during
the first six calendar months of 2008 extends its retail rate
jurisdiction over single line flat-rated residential and
business service rates provided by a previously rate-regulated
telephone utility.
The board may extend its jurisdiction
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pursuant to this ea;tr€{fråÞh subparagraph for not more than two
years and may do so only after the board finds that such action
is necessary for the public interest. The board shal1 provide
the general assernbly with a copy of any order to extend its
jurisdiction and shall permit any telephone utility subject to
the extension to increase single line flat-rated residential
and business monthly service rates by an amount up to two
dollars during each t¡¡eIve-month period of the extension. If a
telephone utility fails to impose such a rate increase during
any twelve-month period, the utility may not impose the unused
increase in any subsequent year.
Sec. 69. Section 499.478, subsection 3, paragraph a' Code
Supplement 201I, is amended to read as follows:
a, Except as provided in paragraph 'Þ", the sale, 1ease,
exchange, or other disposition must be approved by a two-thirds
vote of the members in which vote a majority of aII voting

participate.
Sec. 70. Section 499.478, subsection 3, paragraph b,
subparagraph (1), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as

members

follows:

(1) rf the cooperative association' s articles of
incorporation require approval by more than two-thirds of
its members in which vote a majority of al1 voting members
participate, the sa1e, Iease, exchange, or other disposition
must be approved by the greater number as provided in the
articles of incorporation.
Sec. 7L. Section 499.64, subsection 2, paragraph a, Code
Supplement 20J-J-, is amended to read as follows:
a. Except as provided in paragraph "b", the proposed plan of
merger or consolidation must be approved by a two-thirds vote
of the members in which vote a majority of all voting members
participate.
Sec. 72. Section 499.64, subsection 2, paragraph b,
subparagraph (1), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as
follows:

(1) If the cooperative association's articles of
incorporation require approval by rnore than two-thirds of
its members in which vote a majority of all voting members
participate, the proposed plan of merger or consolidation must
be approved by the greater number as provided in the articles
of íncorporation.
Sec. 73. Section 501.203, subsection 4, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
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4. If the board does not reconmend the amendment or
restatement to the members' then the amendment or restatement
must be adopted by the members by a vote of two-thirds of the
votes cast in which vote a majority of all votes are cast.
Sec. 74. Section 501.204, Code Supplement 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
501.204 Bylaws.
The board may adopt or amend the cooperative's bylaws by a
vote of three-fourths of the board. The members may adopt or
amend the cooperative's bylaws by a vote of three-fourths of
the votes cast in which vote a majority of all votes are cast.
A bylaw provision adopted by the members shall not be amended
or repealed by the directors.
Sec. 75. Section 501.601' subsection 2' paragraph b' Code
Supplement 2011, is amended to read as follows:
b. The members must approve the plan of conversion by t-he a
vote of two-thirds of the votes cast in which vote a najority
of all votes are cast.
Sec. 76. Section 501.603, subsection 2, Code Supplement
2011, ig amended to read as follows:
2. A cooperative may se1l, lease, exchange, or otherwise
dispose of all, or substantially aII, of its property, with
or without the goodwill, on the terms and conditions and for
the consideration determíned by the board, which consideration
may include the interests of another cooperative, if the board
reeonmends the proposed transaction to the members, and the
members approve it by tåe a vote of tv¡o-thirds of the votes
cast in which vote a majority of all votes are cast. The board
may condition its submission of the proposed transaction on any
basis.
Sec. 77. Section 501.614, subsection 2, Code Supplenent
2011, is amended to read as follows:
2. At the meeting, a vote of the members who are entitled
to vote in the affairs of the association shall be taken on
the proposed plan of merger or consolidation. The plan of
merger or consolidation shaIl be approved if two-thirds of
Èhe nembers vote affirnatively å*-+håeå and a majority of all
voting members participate in the voting.
Sec. 78. Section 5098.I, subsection 6, Code 201I, is amended
to read as follows:
6. *iledicare" means {Fi*J:e Tit. xVrII of the United States
Social Security Act.
Sec. 79. Section 513C.3, subsection 14, paragraph a, Code
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2011, is amended to read as follows:
a. Loss of eligibility for medical assistance provided
pursuant to chapter 249A or l{edicare coverage provided pursuant
to {l.i*le Tit. XVIII of the federal Social Security Act.
Sec. 80. Section 514G.103, subsection 16r paraÇraph a,
subparagraph (2), Code 2011, is amended to read as follows:
(2) The contract does not pay or reimburse expenses incurred
for services or items to the extent that the expenses are
reimbursable under Ei+le Tit. XVIII of the federal Social
Security Act, as amended, or vrould be reimbursable but for
the application of a deductible or coinsurance amount. The
requirements of this subparagraph do not apply to expenses that
are reimbursable under lFit+e Tit. XVIII of the federal Socia1
Security Act only as a secondary payor. A contract does not
fail to satisfy the requirements of this subparagraph because
payments are made on a per diem or other periodic basis without
regard to the expenses incurred during the period to which the
payments relate.

Sec. 81. Section 524.221, subsection 3, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
3. The provisions of this section, insofar as applicable,
shalI apply to the records of a national bank or a federally
chartered savings bank or a federally eåa-*eè chartered savings
and loan association.
Sec. 82. Section 558.66, subsection 3, paragraph b,
subparagraph (2), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as
fo11ov¡s:

(2) The name of the surviving joint tenant or o$rner of the
remainder interest, as applicable, in whose name the county
records should reflect ownership otìitte.
Sec. 83. Section 602.420L, subsection 3, paragraph h, Code
2011, as amended by 2011 lowa Acts, chapter I2I, section 60,
is amended to read as follows:
h. Involuntary conmitment or treatment of persons with a
substance-related disorders.
Sec. 84. Section 6344.1, subsection 1r paraÇraph a, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
a. rs considered to be a person with a disability under the
disability criteria specified in çi+Je Tit. rr or {Fí+Je Tit.
XVI of the federal Social Security Act.
Sec. 85. Section 714G.8, subsection 4, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
4. child support enforcement officials when investigating a
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child support case pursuant to {Pi*Je Tit. fV-D or Ti*Je Tit.
XIX of the federal Social Security Act.
Sec. 86. Section 7L7.5, subsection 3' paragraph a'
subparagraph (I), Code Supplement 2011, is amended to read as
follows:

(1) For livestock neglected under section 7I7.2, the
amount shall not be more than for expenses incurred by the
Iocal authority in maintaining and disposing of the neglected
livestock rescued pursuant to section 7L7.2A, and reasonable
attorney fees and expenses related to the investigation of the
case. The remaining amount of a bond or other security posted
pursuant to subsection I shall be used to reimburse the loca1
author ity.
DIVISION II
V RENUTTBERING
Sec. 87. Section 49O.2O2, subsectlon 2, paragraph d, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
d. (1) A provision eliminating or liniting the liability
of a director to the corporation or its shareholders for
money damages for any action taken, or any failure to take
any action, as a director, except liability for any of the
VOLUüE

following:

fi+ (a) The amount of a financial benefit received by a
director to which the director is not entitled.
1++ (b) An intentional infliction of harm on the
corporation or the shareholders.
€Ì ( c) A violation of section 490.833.
{-4+ (d) An intentional violation of criminal lavr.
(2) e provision shaIl not eliminate or limit the liability
of a director for an act or omission occurring prior to the
date when the provision in the articles of incorporation
becomes effective.
Sec. 88. Section 490.1110, subsection 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. a, This section does not apply in any of the following
circumstances:
b (1) The corporation does not have a class of voting
stock that is listed on a national securities exchange,
authorized for quotation on the national association
of securities dealers automated quotations - national
market system, or held of record by more than two thousand
sharehorders, unless any of the foregoing results from action
taken, directly or indirectly, by an interested shareholder
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or from a transaction in which a person

becomes

an interested

shareholder.

(2) The corporation's original articles of incorporation
contain a provision expressly electing not to be governed by
this section.
t (3) The corporation, by action of its board of
directors, adopts an amendment to its bylaws by no later than
Septembex 29, 199'l, expressly electing not to be governed by
this section, which amendment sha1l not be further amended by
the board of directors.
* (4) (a) The corporation, by action of its shareholders'
adopts an amendment to its articles of incorporation or bylaws
expressly electing not to be governed by this section, provided
that, in addition to any other vote required by Iaw, such
amendment to the articles of incorporation or bylaws must be
approved by the affirnative vote of a najority of the shares
entitled to vote. An amendment adopted pursuant to this
ea*¿g*aelt subparagraph is effective inmediately in the case of
a corporation that has never had a class of voting stock that
fa1ls within any of the three categories set out in Þa*agråflh
Y subparagraph (1) and has not elected by a provision in its
original articles of incorporation or any amendment to such
articles to be governed by this section. In all other cases,
an amendment adopted pursuant to this pa*aç:Eap+ subparagraph
is not effective until twelve months after the adoption of
the amendment and does not apply to any business combination
betv¡een the corporation and any person who became an interested
shareholder of the corporation on or prior to such adoption.
(b) An amendment to the bylaws adopted pursuant to this
pa*aç:aæA subparagraph shall not be further amended by the
board of directors.
æ (5) A shareholder becomes an interested shareholder
inadvertently and both of the following apply:
{l+ (a) As soon as practicable the shareholder divests
itself of ownership of sufficient shares so that the
shareholder ceases to be an interested shareholder.
f2+ lÐ_ The shareholder would not, at any tine within the
three-year period imrnediately prior to a business combination
between the corporation and such shareholder, have been an
interested shareholder but for the inadvertent acquisition of
*

ownership.

(6) (a) The business combination is proposed prior
to -+\
the consunmation or abandonment of and subsequent to the
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earlier of the public announcement or the notice required in
this paffgf€plt subparagraph of a proposed transaction which
satisfies all of the following:
{€+ (i) Constitutes a transaction described in
subparagraph division (b).
@
{ål (ii) Is with or by a person who either vras not an
interested shareholder during the previous three years or who
became an interested shareholder with the approval of the
corporation's board of directors or who became an interested
shareholder during the tine period described in paraç*aphff
subparagraph (7).

{€+ (iii)

Is approved or not opposed by a majority of
the members of the board of directors then in office who
vrere directors prior to any person becoming an interested
shareholder during the previous three years, or who were
reconmended for election or elected to succeed such directors
by a majority of such directors.
{+} (b) A proposed transaction under subparagraph {*}
division (a) is linited to the following:
{+)F (i) A merger of the corporation, other than a merger
pursuant to section 490.1105
+bÌ (ii) A sale, lease, exchange, mortgager pledge,
transfer, or other disposition, in one or more transactions
and whether as part of a dissolution or otherwise, of assets
of the corporation or of any direct or indirect majority-owned
subsidiary of the corporation¡ other than to a direct or
indirect wholIy owned subsidiary of the corporation or to
the corporation itself, which has an aggregate market value
equal to fifty percent or more of either the aggregate market
value of all of the assets of the corporation determined on a
consolidated basis, or the aggregate market value of all the
outstanding stock of the corporation.
{€+ (iii) A proposed tender or exchange offer for fifty
percent or more of the outstanding voting stock of the
corporation.

(c) The corporation shaIl give no less than twenty
days' notice to all interested shareholders prior to
the consummation of any of the transactions described in
subparagraph {4} division (b), subparagraph @
subdivision (i) or (ii).
fr (7) The business combination is with an interested
shareholder who becomes an interested shareholder of the
corporation at a time when the corporation is not subject to
€Ì

I
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this section pursuant to
subparagraph (1), (2), (3), or (4).
þ. Notwithstanding
paragraph *a", subparagraphs (1) through (4), a corporation
may elect under its original articles of incorporation
or any amendment to such articles to be subject to this
section. However, such amendment shall not apply to restrict a
business combination between the corporation and an interested
shareholder of the corporation if the interested shareholder
became such prior to the effective date of the amendment.
Sec. 89. Section 490.1110, subsection 3, paragraph e, Code
2011, is amended to read as follovrs:
e. -'Interested sharehol.der" means any person, other than
the corporation and any direct or indirect majority-owned
subsidiary of the corporation, that is the oerner of ten percent
or rnore of the outstanding voting stock of the corporation, or
is an affiliate or associate of the corporation and was the
olrner of ten percent or more of the outstanding voting stock
of the corporation at any time within the three-year period
im¡nediately prior to the date on which it is sought to be
determined whether such person is an interested shareholder,
and the affiliates and associates of such person. *fnterested
shareholder" does not include a person whose ownership of shares
in excess of the ten percent linitation is the result of action
taken solely by the corporation, provided that such person
is an interested shareholder íf, after such action by the
corporation, the person acquires additional shares of voting
stock of the corporation, other than as a result of further
corporate action not caused, directly or indirectly, by such
person. For purposes of determining whether a person is an
interested shareholder, the outstanding voting stock of the
corporation does not include any other unissued stock of the
corporation which may be issuable pursuant to any agreement,
arrangement, or understanding, or upon exercise of conversion
rights, warrants, or options, or otherwise.
is---aa

+e*

righÈsr ïarranËsr er epÈåensr er eÈhernåse¡
Sec. 90. Section 49]-.102, Code 2011, is
follows:

amended

to read as

l
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491.1,02 Procedure for merger.
1. Any two or more corporations whether heretofore or
hereafter organized may merge into one of such corporations in

the €otJoffi*g manner+ provided in this section.
2. The board of directors of each corporation shall, by
resolution adopted by a majority vote of the members of each
such board, approve a plan of mergers setting forth:
+-î ét, The names of the corporations proposing to merge, and
the name of the corporation into which they propose to merge,
which is hereinafter designated as the surviving corporation.
+ b. The terms and conditions of the proposed merger.
+ c. The manner and basis of converting the shares of
each merging corporation into shares or other securities or
obligations of the surviving corporation.
ç d. A statement of any changes in the articles of
incorporation of the surviving corporation to be effected by
such merger.
+ ê, Such other provisions with respect to the proposed
merger as are deemed necessary or desirable.
Sec. 91. Section 491.103, Code 2011, is amended to read as

I

follows:
49L.L03 Procedure for consolidation.
1. Any two or more corporations whether heretofore or
hereafter organized may consolidate into a new corporation in
the €eiFlowång: manner+ provided in this section.
2. The board of directors of each corporationT shall, by a
resolution adopted by a majority vote of the members of each
such board, approve a plan of consotidation setting forth:
+ a. The names of the corporations proposing to
consolidate, and the name of the new corporation into which
they propose to consolidate, which is hereinafter designated
as the new corporation.
* b. The terms and conditions of the proposed
consolidation.
+ c. The manner and basis of converting the shares of each
corporation into shares, or other securities, or obligations
of the new corporation.
+ d. With respect to the new corporation, all of
the statements required to be set forth in articles of
incorporation for corporations organized under this chapter.
5-Ë e. Such other provisions with respect to the proposed
consolidation as are deemed necessary or desirable.
Sec. 92. Section 499.48, Code 201I, is amended to read as

I
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follows:
499.48 Distribution in liquidation.
1. On dissolution or liquidation, the assets of the
association shall be used to pay liquidation expenses first,
next the association's obligations other than patronage
dividends or patronage dividend certificates which it has
issued, and the remainder shall be distributed in the following

ity:
;H a, To pay to each person the fuII amount originally
paid by that person in cash for stock or other equity interest
in the association.
+ b. To pay to each person in proportion to the total of
each person's revolving fund, stock, or other equity interest
in the association remaining after the payment under sdrbs,ee€i:eir
pr ior

iL paragraph 'Þ ".

2. In applying st*bs€e+,È€as subsection 1 and+, paragraphs
\\
,,
-ä-'and
-Þ", all classes of stock, all revolving funds, and

all other equity interests in the association shall be treated
equally based on their stated values. However, an association
may establish its own method of distributing the assets
remaining, after paying liquidation expenses and obligations
other than patronage dividends or patronage dividend
certificates which it has issued, in artictes of incorporation
adopted, amended, or restated after July 1, 1986.
Sec. 93. Section 499.62, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
499

.62

lderger.

1. Any two or more cooperative associations may merge into
one cooperative association in the *o¡=:cï¡-irrg manner+ provided
in this section.
2. The board of directors of each cooperative association
shaIl' by resolution adopted by a majority vote of all members
of each board, approve a plan of rnerger which sha11 set forth¡
;h a. The names of the cooperative associations proposing
to merge and the name of the surviving association.
+ b. The terms and conditions of the proposed merger.
+ c. A statement of any changes in the articles of
incorporation of the surviving association.
+ d. Other provisions deemed necessary or desirable.
Sec. 94. Section 499.63, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
499.63 Consolidation.
1. Any two or more cooperative associations may be

I
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consolidated into a new cooperative association in the
çe¡+etr-irg manner+ provided in this section.
2. The board of directors of each cooperative association
shaII, by resolution adopted by a majority vote of all members
of each board, approve a plan of consolidation setting forth:
iH a. The names of the cooperative associations proposing
to consolidate and the name of the new association.
+ b. The terms and conditions of the proposed
consolidation.
2- c. With respect to the new association, all of
the statements required to be set forth in articles of
incorporation for cooperative associations.
ç d, Other provisions deemed necessary or desirable.
Sec. 95. Section 499.68, unnumbered paragraphs 1 and 2, Code
2011, are amended to read as follows:
A merger or consolidation shall become effective upon the
date that the certificate of merger or the certificate of
consolidation is issued by the secretary of state, or the
effective date specified in the articles of merger or articles
of consolidation, whichever is Iater. lrlhen a merger or
consolidation has become effective:

-

+¡¡*
to read as

Sec. 96. Section 499.69, Code 20IL, is amended
follows:
499.69 Foreígn and domestic mergers or consolidations.
1. One or more foreign cooperative associations and one
or more domestic cooperative associations may be merged
or consolidated in the following manner, if such rnerger or
consolidation is permitted by the laws of the state under which
each foreign cooperative association is organized:
;H a. Each domestic cooperative association shall comply
with the provisions of this division with respect to the merger
or consolidation of domestic cooperative associations, and
each foreign cooperative association shall comply with the
applicable provisions of the laws of the state under which it

is organized.
+ b. rf the surviving or new association is to be governed
by the laws of any state other than this state, it sha1l comply
with the provisions of the laws of this state with respect to
the qualifications of foreign cooperative associations if it is
to transact business in this state, and in every case it shaI1
file with the secretary of state of this state:
æ (1) An agreement that it rnay be served with process

li
I
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in thís state in any proceeding for the enforcement of any
obligation of any domestic cooperative association which is a
party to the merger or consolidation, and in any proceeding
for the enforcement of the rights of a dissenting shareholder
of any such domestic cooperative associatíon, against the
surviving or new association.
* (2) An irrevocable appointnent of the secretary of state
of this state as its agent to accept service of process in any
proceeding.

(3) An agreement that it will pronptly pay to the
dissenting shareholders of any domestic cooperative association
the amount to which they are entitled under the provisions of
this division with respect to the rights of dissenters.
2. The effect of such merger or consolidation shall be the
same as the effect of the merger or consolidation of domestic
cooperative associations, if the surviving or ne!,t association
is to be governed by the laws of this state. If the surviving
or new association is to be governed by the laws of any other
state, the effect of merger or consolidation shal1 be the same
as in the case of the merger or consolidation of domestic
cooperative associations, except as the laws of the other state
t

otherwise provide.
Sec. 97. Section 499A.22, subsections 1, 2, and 3' Code
2011, are amended to read as follows:
1. a. The cooperative has a lien on a member's interest in
the cooperative for all operating charges or other assessments
payable by the member pursuant to the member's proprietary
lease from the time the operating charge or other assessment
becomes due. If carrying charges and assessments are payable
in installments, the fulI amount of the charge or assessment is
a lien from the first time the first installment becomes due.
Upon nonpayment of a carrying charge or assessment, the member
may be evicted from the member's apartment unit in the same
manner as provided by law in the case of an unlawful holdover
by a tenant and the lien may be foreclosed by judicial sale in
like manner as a mortgage on real estate, or may be foreclosed
by the power of sale provided in this section.
b, A lien under this section is prior to aII other liens and
encumbrances on a member's cooperative ínterest except liens
and encumbrances on the cooperative's real property which the
cooperative creates, assumes, or takes subject to, and liens
for real estate taxes and other governmental assessments or
charges against the cooperative or the mernber's cooperative
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interest.
2. The cooperative, upon a member's nonpayment of carrying
charges and assessments and the cooperative's conpliance with
this section, rây selI the defaulting member's cooperative
interest. Sale may be at a public sale or by private
negotiation, and at any time and place, but every aspect of
the sale, including the method, advertising, time, place, and
terms must be reasonable. The cooperative shaII give to the
member and any sublessees of the member reasonable written
notice of the tirne and place of a public sale or, if a private
sale is intended, of the intention of entering into a contract
to sell and of the tine after which a private disposition may
be made. The same notice shall also be sent to any other
person who has a recorded interest in the defaulting member's
cooperative interest which would be extinguished by the sale.
The notices required by this pa*¿gr€ph subsection may be sent
to any address reasonable under the circumstances. Sale may
not be held until five weeks after the sending of the notice.
The cooperative may buy at a public sale, and, if the sale is
conductecl by a fiduciary or other person not related to the
cooperative, at a private sale.
3. a, The proceeds of a sale under the preceding paftg-raph
subsection shall be applied in the following order:
¿rT (1) The reasonable expenses of sale.
(2) The reasonable expenses of securing possession
t
before sale, and the reasonable expenses of holding,
maintaining, and preparing the cooperative interest for sale.
These expenses include, but are not limited to, the paynent of
taxes and other governmental charges, premiums on liability
insurance, and to the extent provided for by agreement between
the cooperative and the member, reasonable attorney fees and
other lega1 expenses incurred by the cooperative.
* (3) Satisfaction of the cooperative's lien.
* (4) Satisfaction in the order of priority of any
subordinate claim of record.
e, (5) RemitÈance of any excess to the member.
þ, Unless otherwise agreed, the member is liable for any
deficiency.
Sec. 98. Section 501.618, unnumbered paragraphs I and 2,
Code 2011, are amended to read as follows:
A merger or consolidation sha11 become effective upon the
date that the certificate of merger or the certificate of
consolidation is issued by the secretary of state, or the
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effective date specified in the articles of merger or articles
of consolidation, whichever is Iater. Ífhen a merger or
consolidation has become effective:
Wben a merger er eonseliêaÈien has beeome effeeÈive:
Sec. 99. Section 5014.715, subsection 2' paragraph a'
subparagraph (2), subparagraph division (b), Code 20If is
amended to read as follows:
(b) In the case of an act or omission occurring in the
official capacity described in subsection 1, paragraph
"a", subparagraph (3), the person reasonabty believed that
the conduct was not opposed to the best interests of the
cooperative. If the person's acts or omissions complained of
in the proceeding relate to conduct as a director, officer,
trustee, e¡npIoyee, or agent of an employee benefit pIan, the
conduct is not considered to be opposed to the best interests
of the cooperative if the person reasonably believed that
the conduct was in the best interests of the participants or
beneficiaries of the employee benefit plan.

eeeperaÈive if èhe persen reasenably believeê ËhaÈ Ë.he eendueÈ

Sec. 100. Section 5024.3, Code 2011, is amended to read as

follows:
5024.3 Exenpt person transactions.
1. The prohibitions in section 5024.2 do not apply to a
transaction in which any of the following persons, or any
employee, officer, or director of a listed person acting soIeIy
in that capacity, is the purchaser or seller:
;H a. A person registered with the commodity futures
trading commission as a futures commission merchant or as a
leverage transaction merchant whose activities require such
registrat ion.
+ b. A person registered with the securities and exchange
commission as a broker-dealer whose activities require such

registration.
+ c. A person affiliated with, and whose obligations and
tiabilities under the transaction are guaranteed by, a person
paragraph 'Þ" or ob".
referred to in W
+ d, A person who is a member of a contract market
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designated by the commodity futures trading commission, or any
CFTC clearinghouse.
+ e. A financial institution.
æ f. A person registered under the laws of this state
I as a securities broker-dealer whose activities require such

registration.
2. This exemption provided by this section does not apply
to any transaction or activity which is prohibited by the
Corunodity Exchange Act or CFTC rule.
Sec. 101. Section 5O7B.4t Code 2011, is amended to read as

' follows:
5078.4 Unfair nethods of competition and unfair or deceptive
acts or practices defined.
t. For purposes of subsection 3, paragraph Þ", )¿surer"
jl means an entity providing a plan of health insurance, health
care benefits, or health care services, or an entity subject
to the jurisdiction of the conmissioner performing utilization
1 review, including an insurance company offering sickness and
, accident plans, a health maintenance organization, an organized
delivery system authorized under 1993 losra Acts, ch. 158, and
licensed by the department of public health, a nonprofit health
service corporation, a plan established pursuant to chapter
5094 for public employees, or any other entity providing a
plan of health insurance, health care benefits, or health care
services. Hov¡ever, "i¿surer" does not include an entity that
seIIs disability income or long-term care insurance.
2. For purposes of subsection 3, paragraphs ",k", )", and
"rî", þersonal. l.ines property and casualty insurance" means

t"**"""a

noncommercial purposes as provided in chapter 5228.
3. The following are hereby defined as unfair methods of
competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the
business of insurance:
;l= a. ltisrepresentations and fa].se advertisÍng of insurance
polÍcies, l,faking, issuing, circulating, or causing to be made,
issued or circulated, any estimate, illustration, circular,
statement, sales presentation, omission, or comparison which
does any of the following:
b (1) l{isrepresents the benefits, advantages, conditions,

or terms of any insurance policy.
* (2) Misrepresents the dividends or share of the surplus
to be received on any insurance policy.
* ( 3 ) l,fakes any false or misleading statements as to the
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dividends or share of surplus previously paid on any insurance

policy.
* (4) Is misleading or is a rnisrepresentation as to the
financial condition of any person' or as to the 1ega1 reserve
system upon which any life insurer operates.
È (5) Uses any name or title of any insurance policy or
class of insurance policies misrepresenting the true nature
thereof.

(6) Is a misrepresentation for the purpose of inducing
or tending to induce the lapse' forfeiture, exchange'
conversion, or surrender of any insurance policy.
fu (7') Is a misrepresentation for the purpose of effecting
a pledge or assignment of or effecting a loan against any
insurance policy.
# (8) l{isrepresents any insurance policy as being shares
of stock.
i- (9) l.fisrepresents any insurance policy to consumers
by using the terms "burial insurance", "funeral insurance",
"burial plan", or "funeral plan" in its names or titles, unless
the policy is made with a funeral provider as beneficiary who
specifies and fixes a price under contract with an insurance
+

I

company. This paragraph subparagraph does not prevent insurers
from stating or advertising that insurance benefits may provide
cash for funeral or burial expenses.
j- (10) Is a misrepresentation, including any intentional
misquote of premium rate, f,or the purpose of inducing or
tending to induce the purchase of an insurance policy.
* b, False information and advertÍsÍng.
¿rT (1) GeneralJy, l,faking, publishing, disseminating,
circulating, or placing before the public, or causing, directly
or indirectly, to be made, published, disseminated, circulated,
or placed before the public in a newspapêt, magazine, or other
publication, or in the form of a notice, circular, pamphlet,
letter, or poster, or over any radio or television station, or
in any other wây, an advertisement, announcement, or staternent
containing any assertion, representation, or statement with
respect to the business of insurance or with respect to any
person in the conduct of the person's insurance business, which
is untrue, deceptive, or misleading.
(2) False statement of assets. In the case of a company
t
transacting the business of fire insurance within the state,
stating or representing by advertisement in any newspaper,
magazine, or periodical, or by any sign, circular, card, policy
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of insurance, or renewal certificate thereof or otherwise, that
any funds or assets are in its possession and held available
for the protection of holders of its policies unless so held,
except the policy of insurance or certificate of renewal
thereof may state, as a single item, the amount of capital
set forth in the charter, or articles of incorporation, or
association, or deed of settlement under which it is authorized
to transact business.
* (3) Statement of capÍtaL and surplus. In the case of a
foreign company transacting the business of casualty insurance
in the state, or an officer, producer, or representative of
such a company, issuing or publishing an advertisement, public
announcement, sign, circular, or card that purports to disclose
the company's financial standing and fails to exhibit: the
capital actually paid in cash' and the amount of net surplus
of assets over all the company's liabilities actually held
and available for the paynent of losses by fire and for the
protection of holders of fire policies; and the amount of net
surplus of assets over all liabilities in the United States
actually available for the payment of losses by fire and held
in the United States for the protection of holders of fire
policies in the United States, including in such liabilities
the fund reserved for reinsurance of outstanding risks. The
amounts stated for capital and net surplus shall correspond
with the latest verified statement made by the company or
association to the commissioner of insurance.
+ c. Defamation. l{aking, publishing, disseminating,
or circulating, directly or indirectly, or aiding, abetting
or encouraging the making, publishing, disseminating, or
circulating of any oral or written statement or any pamphlet,
circular, article or literature which is false, or maliciously
critical of or derogatory to the financial condition of any
person, and which is calculated to injure such person.
+ d, Boycott, coercion and intinÍdation. Entering into
any agreement to commit, or by any concerted action committing,
any act of boycott, coercion or intimidation resulting in or
tending to result in unreasonable restraint of, or monopoly in,
the business of insurance.
¿È (1) Knowingly filing with any supervisory or
other public official, or knowingly rnaking, publishing,
disseminating, circulating or delivering to any person, or
placing before the public, or knowingly causing directly or
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indirectly, to be made, published, disseminated' circulated'
delivered to any person, or placed before the public' any false
material statement of fact as to the financial condition of a
person.

(2) Knowingly making any false entry of a material fact
in any book, report or statement of any person or knowingly
onitting to make a true entry of any materíaI fact pertaining
to the business of such person in any book, report or statement
of such person.
6' f, Stock operations and advisory board contracts.
Issuing or delivering or permitting agents, officers or
employees to issue or deliver, agency company stock or other
capital stock, or benefit certificates or shares in any conmon
law corporation, or securities or any special or advisory board
contracts or other contracts of any kind promising returns and
profits as an inducement to insurance.
k g. AnfaÍr discrinination.
¿tT (1) l{aking or permitting any unfair discrimination
between individuals of the same class and equal expectation of
life in the rates charged for any contract of life insurance or
of life annuity or in the dividends or other benefits payable
thereon, or in any other of the terms and conditions of such
t

il
t1
l

contract.

(2) l{aking or permitting any unfair discrimination
between insureds of the same class for essentially the same
hazard in the amount of premium, policy fees, or rates charged
for any policy or contract of insurance other than life or in
the benefits payable thereunder, or in any of the terms or
conditions of such contract, or in any other manner whatever.
* (3) ltakÍng or permitting any discrinination in the sale
of insurance solely on the basis of domestic abuse as defined
in section 236.2.
t

person to comply with section 729.6, subsection 4.

% i. Rebates.
¿,7 (1) Except as otherwise expressly provided by Iaw,
knowingly perrnitting or offering to make or making any
contract of life insurance, life annuity or accident and hearth
insurance, or agreement as to such contract other than as
plainly expressed in the contract issued thereon, or paying
or allowing, or giving or offering to payr allow, or give,
directly or indirectly, as inducement to such insurance, or
annuityr âDy rebate of preniums payable on the contractr or an!
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special favor or advantage in the dividends or other benefits
thereon, or any valuable consideration or inducement whatever
not specified in the contract; or giving, or selling, or
purchasing or offering to give, sell, or purchase as inducement
to such insurance or annuity or in connection therewith, any
stocks, bonds, or other securities of any insurance company
or other corporation, association, or partnership, or any
dividends or profits accrued thereon, or any thing of value
whatsoever not specified in the contract.
(2) Nothing in s'übs'eetåea* paragraph "g" or par€€nåftt
t
ì*3 subparagraph (1) of this s-r¡b€€eÈ,i€r paragraph )" shall be
construed as including within the definition of discrimination
or rebates any of the following practices:
{++ (a) In the case of any contract of life insurance or
life annuity, paying bonuses to policyholders or otherwise
rebating their premiums in whole or in part out of surplus
accumulated from nonparticipating insurance, provided that
any such bonuses or rebatement of premiums shall be fair and
equitable to policyholders and for the best interests of the
company and its policyholders.
{++ l_þ_)_ In the case of life insurance policies issued on
the industrial debit plan, making allowance to policyholders
who have continuously for a specified period made premium
payments directly to an office of the insurer in an amount
which fairly represents the saving in collection expenses.
€Ì (c) Readjustment of the rate of prenium for a group
insurance policy based on the loss or expense experienced
thereunder, at the end of the first or any subsequent policy
year of insurance thereunder, which may be made retroactive
only for such policy year.
* (3) (a) Paying, allowing, or giving, or offering to
payr aIlow, or give, directly or indirectly, as an inducement
to purchase or acquire insurance other than life insurance,
life annuity, or accident and health insurance, or after
insurance has been effectedr âDy rebate, discount, abatement,
credit, or reduction of the premium named in a policy of
insurance, or any special favor or advantage in the dividends
or other benefits to accrue on the policy, or any valuable
consideration or inducement, not specified in the policy,
except to the extent provided for in an applicable filing.
An insured named in a policyr or ân employee of the insured,
sha1I not knowingly receive or accept, directly or indirectly,
any rebate, discount, abatement, credit, or reduction of
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or any such special favor or advantage or valuable
consideration or inducement.
(b) This pa*aerå¡lå# subparagraph (3) shall not be
construed to prohibit the paynent of comrnissions or other
compensation to duly licensed producers, or to prohibit
any insurer from allowing or returning to its participating
policyholders, members, or subscribers, dividends, savings, or
unabsorbed premium deposits. As used in this pa*¿gr€Þh#
subparagraph ( 3 ) , -'Ínsurance" includes suretyship and þoLicy"
premium,

includes bond.

or performing with such frequency as to indicate a general
business practice any of the following:
¿tT (1) lrlisrepresenting pertinent facts or insurance policy
provisions relating to coverages of issue.
* (2') Failing to acknowledge and act reasonably promptly
upon communications with respect to claims arising under
insurance policies.
æ (3) Failing to adopt and implement reasonable standards
for the prompt investigation of claims arising under insurance
policies,
d-- (4) Refusing to pay claims without conducting a
reasonable investigation based upon all available information.
* (5) Failing to affirm or deny coverage of claims within
a reasonable time after proof of loss statements have been
completed.

+ (6) Not attempting in good faith to effectuate prompt,
fair, and equitable settlements of claims in which liability
has become reasonably c1ear, or failing to include interest on
the paynent of claims when required under sËæå€ñl€
paragraph Þ" or section 511.38.
fr (7) Compelling insureds to institute litigation to
recover amounts due under an insurance policy by offering
substantially less than the amounts ultimately recovered in
actions brought by such insureds.
* l;x)_ Attenpting to settle a claim for less than the

to which a reasonable person would have believed
the person was entitled by reference to written or printed
advertising material accompanying or rnade part of an
amount

application.

¿- lÐ_ Atternpting to settle claims on the basis of an
application which was altered without notice to, or knowledge
or consent of the insured.
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fr (10) t{aking claims payments to insureds or beneficiaries
not accompanied by a statement setting forth the coverage under
which payments are being made.

(1I) ttaking known to insureds or claimants a policy
of appealing from arbitration awards in favor of insureds
or claimants for the purpose of compelling them to accept
settlements or compromises less than the amount awarded in
arbitration.
+ (12) Delaying the investigation or payment of claims
by requiring an insured, claimant, or the physician of either
to submit a preliminary claim report and then requiring the
subsequent submission of formal proof of loss forms, both of
which subnissions contain substantially the same information.
n-,- (13) Failing to promptly settle claims, where liability
has become reasonably clear, under one portion of the insurance
policy coverage in order to influence settlements under other
portions of the insurance policy coverage.
h (14) Failing to promptly provide a reasonable
explanation of the basis in the insurance policy in relation
to the facts or applicable law for denial of a claim or for the
offer of a compromise settlement.
o--- (15) Failing to comply with the procedures for auditing
craims submitted by hearth care providers as set forth by rure
of the comrnissioner. However, this paËa€rap+Ì subparagraph
shalI have no applicability to liability insurance, workers'
compensation or similar insurance, automobile or homeowners'
medical payrnent insurance, disability income, or long-term care
b

insurance.

;t+ k. Ase of inquÍries, Considering either of the
following events for purposes of surcharging, declining,
nonrenewing, or canceling personal lines property and casualty
insurance coverage or a binder for personal rines property and
casualty insurance coverage:
¿t.- (1) An applicant's or insured's inquiry into the type
or lever of coverage of a policy, or an inquiry into whether a
policy will cover a loss.
b (2) An insured's inquiry regarding coverage of a policy
for a loss if the insured does not file a claim.
++ L, EÍstory of a property, Declining to insure a
property not previously owned by an appticant for personal
lines property and casualty insurance, based solery on the ross
history of a previous o$rner of the property, unless the insurer
can provide evidence that the previous oe¡ner did not repair
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to the property.
;t+ m. Ðisc.Tosure of use of cLaims history, Failing
to inform an applicant at the tine that an application for
personal lines property and casualty insurance is made, in
writing or in the same medium as the application is made' that
the insurer will consider the applicant's or insured's claims
history in deterrnining whether to decline, cancel, nonrenew,
or surcharge such a policy, and that a claim made by an insured
will be reported to an insurance support organization.
:# n. trlÍsrepresentation in insurance applÍcatíons, l,faking
false or fraudulent statements or representations on or
relative to an application for an insurance policy, for the
purpose of obtaining a fee, commission' money, or other benefit
from any insurer, agent, broker, or individual.
;t+ o. OmissÍon from Ínsurance applÍcatÍon. railing to
designate on an insurance policy application the licensee who
has solicited and written the policy.
+€.; p._ Payment of interest. Failure of an insurer to pay
interest at the rate of ten percent per annum on all health
insurance claims that the insurer fails to tinely accept and
pay pursuant to section 5078.44, subsection 2r paragraph "d".
Interest shall accrue commencing on the thirty-first day after
receipt of all properly completed proof of loss forms.
damage

+et

Èhe deparèmenÈ o€ Bublie hea*Èh¡

a nenpre€iÈ healÈh servåee

I

l

I

*

L_

+aær¿¡e+
Rating organÍzations. Any violation of section

515F. 16 .

I
I

l+..- r. trtÍnor traffic vÍoLatÍons, Failure of a person to
comply with section 5168.3.
+9.; s. fnformatÍon, Failing or refusing to furnish any
policyholder or applicant, upon reasonable request, information
to which that individual is entitled.

ir
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¡nes FeeerÈf a

as-tre¡ri@
Sec. 102. Section 507C.2, subsection 15, Code 2011, ie
amended to read as follows:
15. a. *rnsolvency" ot *insolvenf" means any of the
following:

(1) For an insurer issuing only assessable fire
insurance policies, either of the following:
-H+ (a) The inability to pay any obligation within thirty
days after it becomes payable.
{-+} (b) If an assessment is made' the inability to pay the
assessment within thirty days following the date specified in
the first assessment notice issued after the date of loss.
(2) Eor any other insurer that it is unable to pay its
t
obligations when they are due, or when its admitted assets do
not exceed its liabilities plus the greater of:
fi+ (a) Any capital and surplus required by 1aw for its
b

organization.

{++ lÐ_ The total par or stated value of its authorized and
issued capital stock.
t l_31_ As to an insurer licensed to do business in this
state as of July 1, 1984, which does not meet the standard
established under pa*agr€på# subparagraph (2), the term
*Ínso.Lvency" ot *Ínsolvent"
,o, pariod not to
"n"rr-r*"',
"
exceed three years from July 1, 1984, that it is unable to
pay its obligations when they are due or that its adnitted
assets do not exceed its liabilities plus any required capital
contribution ordered by the co¡nmissioner under provisions of
the insurance law.
b. For purposes of this subsection *liabiLities" includes
but is not limited to reserves required by statute or by
the division's rules or specific requirements imposed by the
conmissioner upon a company at the time of or subsequent to
admission.
Sec. 103. Section 508.8, Code 2011, is amended to read as

follows:

508.8 Insurance
exceptíons.
1. As used

company

officerE

-

confl-ícts of interest

-

in this section, "ezpJoyee" includes but is not
limited to the officers of a life insurance company.
2. A director or officer of a life insurance company shall
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not receive, in addition to fixed salary or compensation,
money or other valuable thing, either directly or indirectly,
or through a substantial interest in another corporation or
business unit, for negotiating, procuring, reconmending or
aiding in the purchase or sale of property' or loan' made
by the insurer or an affiliate or subsidiary of the insurer;
nor shall a director or officer be pecuniarily interested'
either as principal, coprincipal, agent or beneficiary' either
directly or indirectly' or through a substantial interest in
another corporatÍon or business unit, in the purchase, sale
or loan. However, a life insurance company' in connection
with the relocation of the place of employment of an employee
including relocation upon the initial employment of the
employee, ßây do either of the following:
;Þ â, l,fake a mortgage loan on real property owned by the
employee which is to serve as the employee's dwelling.
+ b. Acquire at not more than fair market value the
dwelling which the enployee vacates upon relocation.

irc
Sec. 104. Section 508.36, subsection 3, paragraphs e and f,
Code 2011, are amended to read as follows:
e. (1) For total and permanent disability benefits in or
supplementary to ordinary policies or contracts, the following:
fi+ (a) For policies or contracts issued on or after
January 1, 1966, the tables of period 2 disablement rates and
the 1930 to 1950 termination rates of the 1952 disability study
of the society of actuaries, with due regard to the type of
benefit, or any tables of disablement rates and termination
rates adopted after 1980 by the national assocíation of
insurance commissioners and approved by rule adopted by the
commissioner for use in determining the minimum standard of

valuation for such policies.
{++ (b) For policies or contracts issued on or after
January 1, 1951, and prior to January 1, L966, either of the
tables identified under subparagraph {*} division (a), or at
the option of the compântr the class (3) disability table
(t9261.

€Ì (c) For policies issued prior to January 1, 1951, the
class (3) disability table (1926).
(21 A table used under this paragraph *e" shall , f,or
active lives, be combined with a mortality table permitted for
calculating the reserves for life insurance policies.
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f. (1) For accidental death benefits in or supplementary to
policies, the following:
fi+ (a) For policies issued on or after January I' 1966,
the 1959 accidental death benefits tabIe, or any accidental
death benefits table adopted after 1980 by the national
association of insurance commissioners and approved by rule
adopted by the commissioner for use in deternining the minimum
standard of valuation for such policies.
1+l (b) For policies issued on or after January 1' 1961'
and prior to January 1, L966, either of the tables identified
under subparagraph fi) division (a), or at the option of the
company, the intercompany double indennity mortality table.
{i+ (c) For policies issued prior to January 1, 1961, the
intercompany double indemnity mortality tab1e.
(2) A table used under this paragraph 'Ï" shal1 be combined
with a mortality table for calculating the reserves for life
insurance policies.
Sec. 105. Section 508.37, subsection 5, paragraphs a and c,
Code 2011, are amended to read as follows:
a. (1) This subsection does not apply to policies issued
on or after the operative date of subsection 6 as defined
in paragraph *k" of. that subsection. Except as provided in
paragraph nc", the adjusted prerniums for any policy shall
be calculated on an annual basis and shall be such uniform
percentage of the respective premiums specified in the policy
for each policy year, excluding any extra premiums charged
because of impairments or special hazards, that the present
value, at the date of issue of the policy, of aIt such adjusted
premiums is equal to the sum of the following:
-(+Ì (a) The then present value of the future guaranteed
benefits provided for by the policy.
{-+} l_þ_)_ Two percent of the amount of the insurance, if the
insurance is uniform in amount, or of the equivalent uniform
amount, as defined in paragraph "å", if the amount of insurance
varies with duration of the policy.
€Ì (c) Forty percent of the adjusted premium for the first
policy year.
fl+ (d) Twenty-five percent of either the adjusted premium
for the first policy year or the adjusted premium for a whole
life policy of the same uniform or equivalent uniform amount
with uniform premiurns for the whore of rife issued at the same
age for the same amount of insurance, whichever is Iess.
(2) Ilowever, in applying the percentages specified in
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divisions (c) and (d),
to exceed four percent of

subparagraph

no adjusted premium shal1 be deemed
the amount of insurance or an equivalent uniform amount. The
date of issue of a policy for the purpose of this subsection
is the date as of which the rated age of the insured is
determined.
c. The adjusted premiums

for a policy providing term
insurance benefits by rider or supplemental policy provision
sha11 be equal to (1) the adjusted premiums for an otherwise
simitar poticy issued at the same age without such term
insurance benefits, íncreased during the period for which
premiums for such term insurance benefits are payable' by (2)
the adjusted premiums for such term insurance, the foregoing
items (1) and (2) being calculated separately and as specified
in paragraphs 'à" and '-b" of. this subsection except that, f.or
of paragraph
the purposes of
oa", subparagraph (1), subparagraph divisions (b)' (c)' and
(d), the amount of insurance or equivalent uniform amount of
insurance used in the calculation of the adjusted premiums
referred to in item (2') in this paragraph shall be equal to the
excess of the corresponding amount determined for the entire
policy over the amount used in the calculation of the adjusted
premiums in item (1) in this paragraph.
Sec. 106. Section 508.38, subsection 3, paragraphs a and b,
Code 2011, are amended to read as follows:
a. (1) The ninimum nonforfeiture amount at any time at
or prior to the conmencement of any annuity payments shalI be
equal to an accumulation up to such tine at rates of interest
as indicated in paragraph ob" of. the net considerations (as
hereinafter defined) paid prior to such time, decreased by the
sum of all of the following:
fi+ (a) Any prior withdrawals from or partial surrenders
of the contract accumulated at rates of interest as indicated
in paragraph "ó".
{++ (b) An annual contract charge of fifty dollars,
accumulated at rates of interest as indicated in paragraph "å".
ÉÌ (c) The amount of any indebtedness to the company on
the contract, including interest due and accrued.
!_?)_ The net considerations for a given contract year
used to define the minimum nonforfeiture amount shal1 be an
amount equal to eighty-seven and one-half percent of the gross
considerations credited to the contract during the contract
year.
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b. (1) The interest rate used in deternining minimum
nonforfeiture amounts sha1l be an annual rate of interest
determined as the lesser of three percent per annum and all of
the following, which shall be specified in the contract if the
interest rate will be reset:
-({+ (a) The five-year constant maturity treasury rate
reported by the federal reserve as of a date, or average over a
period, rounded to the nearest one-twentieth of one percent,
specified in the contract no longer than fifteen months prior
to the contract issue date or redetermination date under
subparagraph -(-¡l* division (d).
{+l (b) The result of subparagraph fi} division (a) shal1
be reduced by one hundred twenty-five basis points.
€Ì (c) The resulting interest guarantee shal1 not be less
than one percent.

(d) The interest rate shall apply for an initial
period and may be redetermined for additional periods. The
redetermination date, basis, and period, if any, shall be
stated in the contract. The basis is the date or average
over a specified period that produces the value of the
five-year constant maturity treasury rate to be used at each
fl+

t:

ll
lr

redetermination date.
(2) During the period or term that a contract provides
substantive participation in an equity indexed benefit, it
may increase the reduction described in subparagraph {*.}
(1), subparagraph division (b), by up to an additional one
hundred basis points to reflect the value of the equity index
benefit. The present value at the contract issue date and
at each redetermination date thereafter of the additional
reduction shaIl not exceed the market value of the benefit.
The commissioner may require a demonstration that the present
value of the reduction does not exceed the market value of the
benefit. Lacking such a demonstration that is acceptable to
the commissioner, the commissioner may disarrow or limit the
additional reduction.
(3) The commissioner may adopt rules to implement the
provisions of subparagraph flù (1), subparagraph division (d),
and to provide for further adjustments to the calcuration
of minimum nonforfeiture amounts for contracts that provide
substantive participation in an equity index benefit and for
other contracts that the commissioner determines adjustments

are justified.
Sec. 107. Section 508C.12, subsection Ir paraÇraph a,

tl

Code
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is amended to read as follows:
â. (f) Notify the commissioners or insurance departments
of other states or territories of the United States and the
District of Co1u¡nbia when any of the following actions against
a member insurer is taken:
{f+ (a) A license is revoked.
1+\ (b) A license is suspended.
{l4 (c) A formal order is made that a company restrict its
premium writingr obtain additional contributions to surplus'
withdraw from the state, reinsure all or any part of its
business, or increase capital, surplus, or any other account
for the security of policyholders or creditors.
(2) Notice sha1l be mailed to the commissioners or
departments within thirty days following the earlier of when
the action was taken or the date on which the action occurs.
This subparagraph does not supersede section 507C.9, subsection
Supplement 2011,

5.

Sec. 108. Section 509.I, subsection 2, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
2. a, A policy issued to any one of the following to be
considered the policyholder:
*-- (1) An advisorlr supervisory, or governing body or
bodies of a regularly organized religious denomination to
insure its clergy, priests, or ministers of the gospel.
* (21 A teachers' association, to insure its members.
* (3) A lawyers' association, to insure its members.
* (4) A volunteer fire company, to insure aII of its
members.

(5) A fraternal society or association, or any
subordinate lodge or branch thereof, to insure its rnembers.
+ (6) A common principal of any group of persons sirnilarly
engaged between whom there exists a contractual relationship,
to insure the members of such group.
fr (71 An association, the members of which are studentsr
teachers, administrators or officials of any elementary or
secondary school or of any college, to insure the members
thereof . For the purpose of this pa*agri€ph subparagraph, the
students, teachers, administrators or officials of or for any
such school or college sha11 constitute an association.
b, #
The provisions and requirements
of subsection 1 ef++åe-+ee+ion sha1l apply to sreh the
policy and the policyholder and insured in iLi{<e the same
manner as súrid subsection I e+++is.+ee+i-e'n applies to
*
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that if a policy is issued
to a volunteer fire company or an association, the members
of which are students, teachers, administrators or officials
of any elementary or secondary school or of any colIege, the
reguirement for twenty-five members shall not apply, and, if
issued to a teachers' association or lawyers' association, not
less than sixty-five percent of the members thereof may be
employers and employees, except

insured.
Sec. 109. Section 5094.15' subsections I and 4, Code 2OIL,
are amended to read as follows:
1. a. Within ninety days following the end of a fiscal
year, the governing body of a self-insurance plan of a
political subdivision or a school corporation sha1l file with
the commissioner of insurance a certificate of compliance,
actuarial opinion, and an annual financial report. The
filing shall be accompanied by a fee of one hundred dollars.
A penalty of fifteen dollars per day shall be assessed for
failure to comply with the ninety-day filing requirement,
except that the commissioner may waive the penalty upon a
showing that special circumstances exist which justify the
waiver. The certificate shall be signed and dated by the
appropriate public official representing the governing body,
and shall certify the following:
ir-.- (1) That the plan meets the requirements of this chapter
and the applicable provisions of the lowa administrative code.
(2) That an actuarial opinion has been attached to
t
the certificate which attests to the adequacy of reserves,
rates, and financial condition of the plan. {Fhe_aetr*a-i*}

+i

iea*

èå+een*i++ieae+
t lÐ_ That a written complaint procedure has been
implemented. The certificate shaIl also list the number of
complaints filed by participants under the written cornplaint
procedure, and the percentage of participants fiIíng written
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complaints, in the prior fiscal year.
* l_g_)_ That the governing body has contracted or otherwise
arranged with a third-party administrator who holds a current
certificate of registration issued by the cornmissioner pursuant
to section 510.2I, or with a person not required to obtain
the certificate as a third-party administrator as defined in
section 5I0.11, subsection 2.
^þ, The actuarial opinion must include but is not Ii¡nited to
a brief commentary about the adequacy of the reserves, rates,
and the financial condition of the plan, a test of the prior
year claim reserve, a brief description of how the reserves
were calculated, and whether or not the plan is able to cover
all reasonably anticipated expenses. The actuarial opinion
shaIl be prepared, signed, and dated by a person who is a
member of the American academy of actuaries.
c, If necessary, the actuary should assist the public body
in preparing the annual financial report. The annual financial
report shaIl be in a format as prescribed by the commissioner.
4. a, One or more political subdivisions of the state
or one or more school corporations maintaining self-insured
plans with yearly claims that do not exceed two percent of
each entity's general fund budget shal1 be exempt from the
requirements of this section where the pran insures emproyees
for all or part of a deductible, coinsurance payments, drug
costs, short-term dísability benefits, vision benefits, or
dental benefits.
b, The yearly clairn amount shall be determined annually on
the policy rene$ral dater or ân alternative date established
by rule' by a plan administrator or political subdivision
or school corporation employee to be designated by the plan
administrator. The exemption shalI not apply for the year
following a year in v¡hich yearly claims are determined to
exceed two percent of the poritical subdivision's or school
corporation's general fund budget.
Sec. 1I0. Section 511.8, unnumbered paragraphs 1 and 2, Code
Supplement 2011, are amended to read as follows:
A company organized under chapter 508 sha11, at all times,
have invested in the securities provided in this section,
funds equivalent to its legar reserve. Legal reserve is the
net present varue of all outstanding poricies and contracts
involving life contingencies. This section does not prohibit
a company or association from holding a portion of its
Iega1 reserve in cash. The investment programs developed
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by companies shall take into account the safety of the
company's principal, investment yield and return, stability
in the value of the invest¡nent, and liquidity necessary to
meet the company's expected business needs and investment
diver sif icat ion.

+ñ€+g

iea=
Sec. 111. Section 511.8, subsections 6, 8, 13, 15, 17, L9,
and 20, Code Supplenent 2011, are amended to read as follows:
6. Preferred and guaranteed stocks.
â. Subject to the restrictions contained in subsection
I hereof, preferred stocks of, or stocks guaranteed by, a
corporation incorporated under the laws of the United States
of Anerica, or of any state, district, insular or territorial
possession thereof; or of the Dominion of Canada, or any
province thereof; and which meet the following qualifications:
¿,7 ( 1) Pref erred stocks .
€+ (a) A1I of the obligations and preferred stocks of
the issuing corporation, if anyr prior to the preferred stock
acquired must be eligible as investments under this section as

of the date of acquisition; and
{++ (b) The net earnings available for fixed charges and
preferred dividends of the issuing corporation sha1l have
been, for each of the five fiscal years immediately preceding
the date of acquisition, not less than one and one-half times
the sum of the annual fixed charges and contingent interest,
if any, and the annual preferred dividend requirements as of
the date of acquisition; or at the date of acquisition the
preferred stock has investment qualities and characteristics
wherein speculative elements are not predominant.
lÐ_ The term þreferred divídend reguÍrements" shall mean
cumulative or noncumulative dividends !,rhether paid or not.
(ii) The term *fixed charges" shall be construed in
accordance with subsection 5 Êb€{rê.
(iii) The term *net earnings avaiLabLe for fixed charges and
preferred dÍvídends" as used herein shall mean the net income
after deducting all operating and maintenance expenses, taxes,
including any income taxes, depreciation and depletion, but
nonrecurring items may be excluded.
* (2) Guaranteed stocks.

Ll

lr
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f3+ (a) All of the fixed interest-bearing obligations of
the guaranteeing corporation, if any, must be eligible under
this section as of the date of acquisition; and
{++ (b) The net earnings available for fixed charges
of the guaranteeing corporation shall meet the requirements
outlined in paragraph *a" of subsection 5 ab€¡re, except that all
guaranteed dividends shal1 be included ín "fixed charges".
b. Any investments in preferred stocks or guaranteed
stocks made under the provisions of this subsection shall be
considered as moneys and credits for purposes of taxation
and their assessment shall be subject to deductions for
indebtedness as provided by law in the case of assessment
of moneys and credits in general. This provision shall be
effective as to assessments made during the year 1947 and
thereafter.
8. Eurther restrictions, Securities included under
subsections 5, 6t and 7 shall not be eligible:
a. If the corporation is in default on fixed obtigations as
of the date of acquisition. Securities provided in pa*aç*apl*
Þ" ef subsection 6, paragraph 'Þ", subparagraph (1), shall
not be eligible if the issuing corporation is in arrears with
respect to the payment of any preferred dividends as of the
date of acquisition.
b. The investments of any company or association in
such securities shaIl not be eligible in excess of the
following percentages of the legal reserve of such company or
association:
(1) With the exception of pubtic securities, two percent
of the legaI reserve in the securities of any one corporation.
Five percent of the legal reserve in the securities of any one
public utility corporation.
(2) Seventy-five percent of the legal reserve in the
securities described in subsection 5 issued by other than
public utility corporations. Fifty percent of the legal
reserve in the securities described in subsection 5 issued by
public utility corporations.
(3) Ten percent of the legal reserve in the securities
described in subsection 6.
(4) Ten percent of the legal reserve in the securities
described in subsection 7.
c. Statements adjusted to show the actual condition at
the tíme of acquisition or the effect of new financing,
known commercially as pro forma statements, may be used in
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determining whether investments under subsections 5 and 6 are
in compliance with requirements. Statements so adjusted or
consolidated statements may be used in order to include the
earnings of all predecessor, merged, consolidated, or purchased
companies.

d. In addition to the restrictions contained in paragraphs
"a" and "b", the investments of any company or association in
securities included under subsection 5, paragraph "c", are not
eligible in excess of two percent of the legaI reserve, but not
more than one-eighth of one percent of the legal reserve shall
be invested in the securities of any one corporation.
13. CoLLateral. Loans, Loans secured by collateral
consisting of any securities qualified in this section,
provided the amount of the loan is not in excess of ninety
percent of the value of the securities. Provided further that
subsection 8 shall apply to the collateral securities pledged
to the payment of loans authorized in this subsection.
ioæ

15. Railroad obligations.
a. Bonds or other evidences of indebtedness which carry a
fixed rate of interest and are issued, assumed or guaranteed
by any railroad company incorporated under the laws of the
United States of America, or of any state, district, insular
or territorial possessions thereof, not in reorganization or
receivership at the time of such investment, provided that the
railroad company:
¿r. (1) Shatl have had for the three-year period imnediately
preceding investment, for which the necessary data for the
railroad company shal1 have been published, a balance of income
available for fixed charges which shall have averaged per year
not less than one and one-quarter times the fixed charges for
the latest year of the period; and
(2) Shall have had for the three-year period immediately
t
preceding investment, for which the necessary data for both
the railroad company and all class r railroads shaIl have been
published:

€Ì (a) A balance of income available for the paynent of
fixed charges at least as many times greater than the fixed
charges for the latest year of the period as the balance of
income avairable for the payment of fixed charges of all class
f railroads for the same three-year period is times greater
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than the amount of all fixed charges for such class I railroads
for the latest year of the period; and
{++ (b) An amount of railway operating revenues remaining
after deduction of three times the fixed charges for the
latest year of the period from the balance of income available
for the payment of fixed charges for the three-year period,
which amount is as great a proportion of its railway operating
revenues for the same three-year period as is the proportion of
railway operating revenues remaining for all class I rail-roads,
determined in the same manner and for the same period as for

the railroad.
b. The terms "class r railroads", "baLance of income
avaÍLabie for the paynent of fixed charges", *fixed charges"
and *railway operatÍng revenue.s" v¡hen used in this subsection,
are to be given the same meaning as in the accounting reports
filed by a railroad company in accordance with the regulations
for conmon carriers by rail of the Interstate Commerce Act,
24 Stat.379, codified at 49 IJ.S.C. S 1 - 40, 1001 - 1100,
provided that the "ÞaJance of income avaiLabte for the payment
of Êixed cbarges" and -'raitway operating revenues remaining",
as the terms are used in this subsection, shal1 be computed
before deduction of federal income or excess profits taxesi
and that in computing *fÍxed charges" there shaIl be excluded
interest and amortization charges applicable to debt called for
redemption or which wilI otherwise mature within six months
from the time of investment and for the paynent of which funds
have been or currently are being specifically set aside.
c. The eligibility of railroad obligations described
in
ior* paragraph 'Þ",
unnumbered paragraph 1, shall be deternined exclusively
as provided herein, without regard to the provisions for
qualification contained in subsections 5 and I e#+J+is.*ee+åert.
Provisions for qualification contained in this section sha1l
not be construed as applying to equipment trust obligations,
guaranteed stocks, or contingent interest bonds of railroad
companies. Investments made in accordance wittr the provisions
of this subsection sha1l not be eligible in excess of ten
percent of the legal reserve.
l'l . Rul.es of valuatÍon.
a, (1) All bonds or other evidences of debt having a fixed
term and rate of interest, if amply secured and not in default
as to principal or interestr ßây be valued as follows:
{+} (a) If purchased at par, at the par value.

2203,

{É+ (b) If purchased above or below pâr, on the basis of
the purchase price adjusted so as to bring the value to par at
maturity and so as to yield in the meantime the effective rate
of interest at which the purchase was made.
(2) In applying the aselre rule contained in subparagraph
(1), the purchase price shall in no case be taken at a higher
figure than the actual market value at the time of purchase.
b. Certificates of sale obtained by foreclosure of liens on
real estate shall be valued in an amount not greater than the
unpaid príncipal of the defaulted indebtedness plus any amounts
actually expended for taxes and acquisition costs.
c. (1) All investments, except those for which a specific
rule is provided in this subsection, shall be valued at
their market value, or at their appraised value, or at prices
determined by the commissioner of insurance as representing
their fair market value, or at a value as determined under
rules adopted by the national association of insurance
commissioners.
(2) The commissioner

of insurance shall have full
discretíon in determining the method of calculating values
according to the foregoing ruIes, but no company or association
shall be prevented from valuing any asset at an amount less
than that provided by this subsection.
19. Other foreÍqn government or corporate oblÍgations. Bonds
or other evidences of indebtedness, not to include currency,
issued, assumed, or guaranteed by a foreign government other
than Canada, or by a corporation incorporated under the laws
of a foreign government other than Canada. Such governmental
obligations must be valid, legally authorized and issued,
and on the date of acquisition have predominantly investment
qualities and characteristics as provided by ru1e. Such
corporate obligations must meet the qualifications established
in subsection 5 for bonds and other evidences of indebtedness
issued, assumed, or guaranteed by a corporation incorporated
under the laws of the United States or Canada. Foreign
investments authorized by this subsection are not eligible
in excess of twenty percent of the 1ega1 reserve of the life
insurance company or association. rnvestments in obrigations
of a foreign government, other than Canada and the United
Kingdom, are not eligible in excess of two percent of the
Iega1 reserve in the securities of foreign governments of any
one foreign nation. rnvestments in obligations of the united
Kingdom are not erigible in excess of four percent of the Iegal
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reserve. Investments in a corporation incorporated under the
laws of a foreign government other than Canada are not eligible
in excess of two percent of the lega1 reserve in the securities
of any one foreign corporation.
a. Eligible investments in foreign obligations under this
subsection are limited to the types of obligations specificatly
referred to in this subsection. This subsection in no v¡ay
limits or restricts investments in Canadian obligations and
securities specifically authorized in other subsections of this
section.
b. This subsection sha11 not authorize investment in
evidences of indebtedness issued, assumed, or guaranteed by
foreign government which engages in a consistent pattern of
gross violations of human rights.

a

20. Venture capÍtal Êunds.
a, Shares or equity interests in venture capital funds which
agree to invest an amount equal to at least fifty percent of
the funds in small businesses having their principal offices
within this state and having either more than one half of
their assets within this state or more than one half of their
employees employed within this state. A company shall not
invest more than five percent of its Iega1 reserve under this
subsection.
b. For purposes of this subsection, *venture capÍtal

fund" means a corporation, partnership, proprietorship, or
other entity formed under the laws of the United States, or
a state, district, or territory of the United States, whose
principal business is or will be the makÍng of investrnents in,
and the provision of significant managerial assistance to,
smalI businesses which meet the smal1 business adminístration
definition of sma1l business. '-Eguity intereste" means limited
partnership interests and other equity interests in which
liability is limited to the amount of the investment, but does
not mean general partnership interests or other interests
'-Venture capital fund" includes an
involving general liability.
equity interest in the lowa fund of funds as defined in section
158. 62 .

Sec. l-L2. Section 5]-28.6, subsection 1, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
1. a. A society shall operate for the benefit of members
and their beneficiaries by fulfilling both of the following
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purposes:

¿È (1) Providing benefits as specified in section 5128.16.
* (2) Operating for one or more social, intellectual,
educational, charitable, benevolent, moral, fraternal,
patriotic, or religious purposes for the benefit of its
members, which may also be extended to others.
b. The purposes listed in this subsection may be carried
out directly by the society, or indirectly through subsidiary
corporations or affiliated organizations.
Sec. 113. Section 5128.19, subsection 4, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
4. a. A society shalI provide in its laws that if its
reserves as to all or any class of certificates become
impaired, its supreme governing body or board of directors may
require that there be paid by the owners to the society the
amount of the owners' equitable proportion of the deficiency
as ascertained by its governing body or board, and that if the
payment is not made either of the following wilt apply:
# (1) The required payment or assessment shal1 stand as
an indebtedness against the certificate and draw interest not
to exceed the rate specified for certificate loans under the
certificates.
* (21 In lieu of or in combination with pa-¿gr€Þ'h
# subparagraph (1), the owner may accept a proportionate
reduction in benefits under the certificate.
b. The society may specify the manner of the election and
which aIÈernative is to be presurned if no election is made.
Sec. 114. Section 5l-28.23, subsection 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. a. The minimum standards of valuation for certificates
issued on or after January 1, 199Ir shall be based on the
following tables:
¿,T l_U_ For certificates of life insurance, the
commissioner's 1980 standard ordinary mortality table or any
more recent table made applicable to life insurers.
(2) For annuity and pure endowment certificates, for
t
total and permanent disability benefits, for accidental death
benefits and for noncancerable accident and health benefits,
the tabres authorized for use by life insurers in this state.
paragraph *a", subparagraphs (1)
b,
and (2) are under valuation methods and standards, including
interest assumptions, in accordance with the laws of this state
applicable to life insurers issuing policies containing like

l

,

,'

ll
il
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benefits.
Sec. 1I5. Section 5144.1' Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
5L44.1 Definition of accident and sickneas insurance policy.
1. *:FefiEr ef aeeident and siekness ínsaranee" as yseê in
t*¡*-+apter As used in tlr,is chapter, *ItoLicy of accÍdent and
sickness insurance" includes a policy or contract covering
insurance against loss resulting from sickness, or from bodily
injury or death by accident, or both. For the purposes of this
chapter the words þoLÍcy of accident and síckness Ínsurance"
are interchangeable without deviation of meaning with the words
*policy of accident and heal.th insurance" ot the words Þe+ief
*poLÍcy of accident or heal.th
Ínsurance".

2. This chapter applies to all individual policies of such
accident and sickness insurance written by lowa or non-rovta
companies or associations duly licensed under chapter 508' 515'
or 520 and, societies, orders, or associations licensed under
chapter 5128 writing sickness and accident policies providing
benefits for loss of time.
3. Orders, societies or associations which adnit to
membership only persons engaged in one or more crafts or
hazardous occupations in the same or similar lines of business
and the societies or auxiliaries to such orders shall not
be subject to the provisions of this chapter nor shalI any
religious order be subject to the provisions of this chapter.
Sec. 116. Section 5148.3, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
5148.3 Application for a certificate of authority.
1. An application for a certificate of authority shalI be
verified by an officer or authorized representative of the
health maintenance organization, shal1 be in a form prescribed
by the commissioner, and shall set forth or be accompanied by
the following:
;H a. A copy of the basic organizational document, if
âDy, of the applicant such as the articles of incorporation,
articles of association, partnership agreement, trust
agreement, or other applicable documents, and all of its
amendments.

+ b. A copy of the bylaws, rules or similar document,
if any, regulating the conduct of the internal affairs of the
applicant.

+

c, A list of the

names, addresses and

official positions
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of the persons who are to be responsible for the conduct of
the affairs of the applicant, including all members of the
board of directors, board of trustees, executive comrnittee, or
other governing board or committee, the principal officers if
a corporation and the partners or members if a partnership or
association.
+ d. A copy of any contract made or to be made between any
providers or persons listed in s'üþseetå€*+ paragraph "c" and
the applicant.
+ e. Á statenent generally describing the health
maintenance organization including, but not limited to, a

description of its facitities and personnel.
6-- Ê. A copy of the form of evidence of coverage.
+ g. A copy of the form of the group contract, if any,
which is to be issued to employers, unions, trustees or other
organizations.

I
I

i

€.- h. Financial statements showing the applicant's
assets, liabilities and sources of financial support. If the
applicant's financial affairs are audited by an independent
certified public accountant, a copy of the applicant's most
recent regular certified financial statement sha11 satisfy this
requirement unless the commissioner directs that additional
financial information is required for the proper administration
of this chapter.
* Í, A description of the proposed method of marketing the
plan, a financial plan which includes a three-year projection
of operating results anticipated, and a statement as to the
sources of funding.
+e= j. A power of attorney executed by any applicant
appointing the commissioner, the commissioner's successors in
office, and deputies to receive process in any legal action or
proceeding against the health maintenance organization on a
cause of action arising in this state.
:# k. A statement reasonably describing the geographic
area to be served.
+¿-¡- 1.. A description of the complaint procedures to be
utilized as required under section 5148.14.
;t+ m. A description of the procedures and programs to be
implemented to meet the requirements for quality of health care
as determined by the director of public health under section
5L4r3.4.

:t4-¡- n. A description of the mechanism by which enrorlees
shall be allowed to participate in matters of policy and
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operation as required by section 5148.7.
;t+ o. Other information the co¡nmissioner finds reasonably
necessary to make the determinations required in section
5148.5.

2. A health maintenance organization shall, unless
otherwise provided for in this chapter, file notice with the
commissioner and receive approval from the commissioner before
modifying the operations described in the information required
by this section.
3. Upon receipt of an application for a certificate of
authority, the con¡nissioner shall imnediately trans¡nit copies
of the application and accompanying documents to the director
of pubJ-ic health and the affected regional health planning
council, as authorized by Pub. L. No. 89-749t 42 V.S.C.
S 246(bl2b, for their nonbinding consultation and advice.
Sec. 117. Section 5148.5, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
5148.5 Iseuance and denial of a certificate of authority.
1. The commissioner shall issue or deny a certificate
of authority to any person filing an appj-ication pursuant to
section 5148.3 within a reasonable period of time. Issuance
of a certificate of authority shaIl be granted upon payment
of the application fee prescribed in section 5148.22 if the
commissioner is satisfied that the following conditions are
met:

;H â, The persons responsible for the conduct of the
affairs of the applicant are competent and trustworthy.
+ b, The commissioner finds that the health naintenance
organization's proposed plan of operation meets the
requirements of section 5148.4.
# c. The health naintenance organization provides or
arranges for the provision of basic health care services
on a prepaid basis, except that the health maintenance
organization may impose deductible and coinsurance charges
subject to approval by the co¡nmissioner. The commissioner
has the authority to promulgate rules pursuant to chapter 17A
establishing reasonable maximum deductible and coinsurance
charges which may be irnposed by health maintenance
organizations.
+ d. The health maintenance organization is fiscally
sound and nay reasonabl-y be expected to meet its obligations
to enrollees. In naking this determination, the comrnissioner
may consider:
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¿rT (1) The financial soundness of the health maintenance
organization's arrangements for health care services in

relation to its schedule of charges.
* (2) The adequacy of the health naintenance
organization's working capital.
æ (3) Any agreement made by the health maintenance
organization with an insurer, a corporation authorized under
chapter 5I4 or any other organization for insuring the payment
of the cost of health care services or for providing inmediate
alternative coverage in the event of discontinuance of the
health maintenance organization.

#

(4) Any agreement made with providers for the provision

of health care services.
È (5) Any surety bond or deposit of cash or securities
submitted in accordance wíth section 5148.16.
+ e. The enrollees may participate in matters of policy
and operation pursuant to section 5148.7.
æ f. Nothing in the proposed nethod of operation as shown
by the information submitted pursuant to section 5148.3 or by
independent investigation is contrary to the public interest.
2. A certificate of authority shall be denied only after
compliance with the requirements of section 5148.26.
Sec. 118. Section 5148.6, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
5148.6 Powers of health naintenance organizations.
1. The powers of a health maintenance organization include,
but are not limited to, the following:
+ a. The purchase, 1ease, construction, renovation,
operation or maintenance of hospitals, medical facilities,
or both, and their ancillary equipment, and such property as
may reasonably be required for transacting the business of the
organization.
* b. The making of loans to a medical group under contract
with it or to a corporation under its control for the purpose
of acquiring or constructing medical facilities and hospitals
or in furtherance of a program providing health care services
to enrollees.
+ c, The furnishing of health care services to the public
through providers which are under contract with or employed by
the health maintenance organization.
+ d, The contracting with any person for the performance
on its behalf of certain functions such as narketing,
enrol-lment and adninistration.
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+

e. the contracting with an insurance company authorized
to insure groups or individuals in this state for the cost of
health care or with a corporation authorized under chapter 514
for the provision of insurance, indemnity, or reimbursement
against the cost of health care services provided by the health

ii
ti

maintenance organization.
# f. The offering, in addition to basic health care
services, of health care services and indennity benefits to
enrollees or groups of enrollees.
+ g, The acceptance from any person of payments covering
all or part of the charges made to enrollees of the health
maintenance organization.
2. A health maintenance organization shall file notice with
the commissioner before the exercise of any power granted in
#
subsection 1, paragraphs 'Þ" and 'þ". The
commissioner shall disapprove the exercise of power if in the
commissioner's opinion it would substantialty and adversely
affect the financial soundness of the health naintenance
organization and endanger its ability to meet its obligations.
The commissioner may adopt rules exempting from the filing

requirement of this section those activities having a minimum

effect.
Sec. 119. Section 5148.9, Code 2011, is amended to read as

I,

follows:
5148.9 Evidence of coverage.
1. Every enrollee shall receive an evidence of coverage
and any amendments. If the enrollee obtains coverage through
an insurance policy or a contract issued by a corporation
authorized under chapter 5J-4, the insurer or the corporation
shall issue the evidence of coverage. No evidence of coverage
or amendment sha1I be issued or delivered to any person in this
state until a copy of the form of the evidence of coverage or
amendment has been filed with and approved by the commissioner.
2. An evidence of coverage sha1l contain a clear and
complete statement of:
ib a. The health care services and the insurance or other
benefits, if any, to which the enrollee is entitled in the
total context of the organizational structure of the health
maintenance organization.
+ b. Any linitations on the services or benefits to be
provided, including any deductible or coinsurance charges
permitted under section 514E}.5, subsection 3 I, paragraph "c".
# c. The manner in which information is available on the

l
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I
I

of obtaining health care services.
ç d. The total amount of payment for health care services
and indemnity or service benefits' if any' which the enrollee
is obligated to pay with respect to individual contracts, or
an indication whether the plan offered through the health
maintenance organization is contributory or noncontributory
with respect to group contracts.
+ e. The health naintenance organization's method for
resolving enrollee complaints.
æ f. The mechanism by which enrollees shall be allowed to
participate in matters of policy and operation.
3. A copy of the form of the evidence of coverage to be
used in this state and any amendment shal1 be subject to the
filing and approval requirements of this section unless it
is subject to the jurisdiction of the commissioner under the
laws governing health insurance or corporations authorized
under chapter 514 in which event the filing and approval
provisions of such laws apply. To the extent, however, that
those provisions are less strict than those provided under this
section, then the requirements of this section shall apply.
4. Enrollees shall be entitled to receive the most recent
annual statement of the financial condition of the health
maintenance organization in which they are enrolled, which
staternent shall include a balance sheet and summary of receipts

method
I
I
I

I

i

L

I
I

and disbursements.

Sec. J-20. Section 515.35, subsection 4, paragraphs a and e,
Code 20LI, are amended to read as follows:
a. Anited States government oblÍgatÍons. Obligations
issued or guaranteed by the United States or an agency or
instrumentality of the United States. Bonds or other evidences
of indebtedness issued, assumed, or guaranteed by the United
States of America, or by any agency or instrunentality
of the United States of America include investments in an
open-end ¡nanagement investment company registered with the
federal securities and exchange conmission under the federal
Investment Company Act of 1940, 15 U.S.C. S 80a, and operated
in accordance with 17 C.F.R. S 270.2a-7, the portfolio of
which is limited to the United States governnent obligations
described in this paragraph "a", and which are included in the
national association of insurance conmissioners' securities

valuation office's united states direct obrigation - fulr faith
and credit list.
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registered niÈh èhe feêeral seeur*èåes and exehange
eenm*ssíen unêer Èhe federat InvesÈmenè €emÍtany *et ef 1949r
15 U¡S¡ê¡ S Sgar anê ePeraËeê in aeeerêanee wiÈh 17 €¡F¡R¡
S 270-2a 7r èhe perÈfelie ef whieh *s limiÈed ëe èhe UniÈeé
eempan!¡

its¡¡-¿'nee

eemmissieners' seeurièies va*uaÈåon o€fiee's ËniÈeê

SèaÈes

e. Corporate and business trust obJÍgatÍons. Obligations
issued, assumed, or guaranteed by a corporation or business
trust organized under the la¡us of the United States or a state
of the United States, or the laws of Canada or a province of
Canadar provided that a company shall not invest more than five
percent of its ad¡nitted assets in the obligations of any one
corporation or business trust. Aggregate investments in below
investment grade bonds shall not exceed five percent of assets.
five pereenÈ ef asseÈs¡
Sec. I2I. Section 515.35, subsection 4, paragraph h,
subparagraph (1), Code 2011, is amended to read as follows:
(1) (a) Except as provided in subparagraphs (2), (3), and
(4) of this paragraph, a company may acquire, hold, and convey
real estate only as follows:
{€+ (i) ReaI estate mortgaged to it in good faith as
security for loans previously contracted, or for moneys due.
{å+ (ii) Real estate conveyed to it in satisfaction of
debts previously contracted in the course of its dealings.
{€-} (iii) Real estate purchased at sales on judgrnents,
decreesr or rnortgages obtained or made for debts previously
contracted in the course of its dealings.
{+} (iv) Real estate subject to a contract for deed under
which the company holds the vendor's interest to secure the
payments the vendee is required to make under the contract.
(b) All real estate specified in subparagraph +i-*i*,ieas
division (a), subparagraph subdivisions (i)r
ffi
(ii), and (iii) shaLl be sold and disposed of within three
years after the company acquires title to it, or within three
years after the real estate ceases to be necessary for the
accommodation of the company's business, and the company sha1l
not hold any of those properties for a longer period unless the
neÈ exeeed

i
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elects to hold the property under another paragraph of
this sectionr or unless the company procures a certificate from
the commiseioner of insurance that its interest will suffer
materially by the forced sale of those properties and that the
time for the sale is extended to the time the commissioner
directs in the certificate.
Sec. I22. Section 515.35, subsection 4, paragraph m, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
m. Venture capital funds. Shares or equity interests in
venture capital funds which agree to invest an amount equal to
at least fifty percent of the investments by a company in small
businesses having their principal offices within this state and
having either more than one-haIf of their assets within this
state or more than one-half of their employees enployed within
this state. A company shall not invest more than five percent
of its capital and surplus under this paragraph. For purposes
of this paragraph, "venture capital fund" means a corporation,
partnership, proprietorship, or other entity formed under the
laws of the United States, or a state, district, or territory
of the United States, whose principal business is or will be
the making of investments in, and the provision of significant
managerial assistance to, small businesses which meet the sma1l
business adninistration definition of small business. *Eguity
interests" means limited partnership interests and other equity
interests in which liability is limited to the amount of the
investment, but does not mean general partnership interests or
"Venture capitaJ
other interests involving general liability.
f¿¡rd" includes an equity interest in the Iowa fund of funds as
defined in section 158.62.
"tzenÉare eTtiÉal fand" ineludes an equ*Èl¡ inèeresÈ ån Èhe
company

Sec. l-23. Section 5158.9, subsection l, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
1. a. Any person having a claim under an insurance policy,
and the claim under such other policy alleges the same damages
or arises frorn the same facts, injury, or loss that gives rise
to a covered claim against the association, shall be required
to first exhaust all coverage provided by that policy, whether
such coverage is on a primary, excess, or pro rata basis and
any obligation of the association shall not be considered other
insurance.
lÐ_ Any amount payable on a covered claim sha1l be reduced
by the full applicable limits of such other insurance policy
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and the association shall receive fuIl credit for such linits
or where there are no applicable limits' the claim shall be
reduced by the total recovery.
b (2) A policy providing liabitity coverage to a person
who may be jointly and severally liable with, or a joint
tortfeasor with, the person covered under the policy of the
insolvent insurer shall be first exhausted before any claim is
made against the association and the association sha1l receive

credit for the same as provided above.
b. For purposes of this section, an insurance policy means a
policy issued by an insurance company, whether or not a member
insurer, which policy insures any of the types of risks insured
by an insurance company authorized to write insurance under
chapter 5I5, 5164, or 52O, or comparable statutes of another
state, except those types of risks set forth in chapters 508
and 514.

Sec. I24. Section 5158.2, subsections 2, 6, and 7, Code
20II, are amended to read as follows:
2. a. "Completed operations tiabitity" means liability

arising out of the installation, maintenance, or repair of any
product at a site which is not owned or controlled by either of
the following:
¿,7 (1) A person who performs that work.
(2) A person who hires an independent contractor to
t
perforrn that work.
b. However, liability for activities which are completed or
abandoned before the date of the occurrence giving rise to the
liability is included.
6. a, "LÍabÍLÍty" means Iega1 liability for damages,
including costs of defense, legaI costs and fees, and other
claims expenses, because of injuries to other persons, damage
to their property, or other damage or loss to other persons
resulting from or arising out of either of the following:
¿rT l!_ A business, whether profit or nonprofit, trade,
product, services, including professional servicesr prêmises,
or operations.
t !_?)_ An activity of a state or local government, or an
agency or political subdivision of state or loca1 government.
b, "tiabÍLÍÉ12" does not include personal risk liability and
an employer's liability with respect to its employees other
than an employer's legal liability under the federal Employers'
Liability Act, 45 V.S.C. S 51 et seq.
7. "Personal. risk JÍability" means liabílity for damages
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of injury to a person, damage to property, or
other loss or damage resulting from personal, familial, or
household responsibilities or activities, rather than from
responsibilities or activities referred to in subsection 6,
because

paragraph oa", subparagraphs (1) and (2).
Sec. L25. Section 5158.4, unnumbered paragraphs I and 2,
Code Supplement 2011, are amended to read as follows:
Risk retention groups chartered in other states and seeking
to do business as a risk retention group in this state must
observe and abide by the laws of this state as provided in this
section. However, a risk retention group failing to qualify
under the definitional requirement of the federal Act, will not
benefit from this exemption from state Iaw. The commissioner,
therefore, may apply any of the laws that otherwise nay be
preempted by the federal Act because the nonexempt group will
not qualify for the preemption.
Èhe

definiÈiona* reEr¡irenenÈ ef Èhe federal AeÈi w*11 no!

qtralify fer Èhe preempÈion.
Sec. 126. Section 515F.6, subsection 3, unnumbered
paragraph 2, Code 2011, is amended to read as follows:
4. lf, after hearing, the commissioner finds that the
filing does not meet the requirements of this chapter, the
conmissioner shall issue an order specifying in what respects
the filing fails to meet the requirements of this chapter, and
stating when, within a reasonable period after the order is
issued, the filing shaII no longer be in effect. Copies of the
order shall be sent to the applicant and to every insurer and
advisory organization which made that filing.
The order sha1l
not affect a contract or policy rnade or issued prior to the
expiration of the period set forth in the order.
Sec. I27. Section 516D.4, Code 2011, is amended to read as
neÈ

follows:
5I6D.4 ColliEion damage and loss.
1. a. A rental company shal1 not hold, or attempt to ho1d,
an authorized driver 1iable for physical damage to a rental
vehicle, loss due to theft of a rental vehicle, or damages
resulting from the loss of use of a rental vehicle, unress the
rental company offers the customer a collision damage waiver
under the terms and conditions described in subsection 2 eE
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tååe.*ee+ienr or unless one or more of the following applies:
írT (1) The damage or loss is caused intentionally by an
authorized driver or is a result of the authorized driver's
willful, abusive, reckless, or wanton misconduct.
(2) The damage or loss arises out of the authorized
t
driver's operation of the rental vehicle while intoxicated or
under the influence of a drug.
t (3) The damage or loss is caused white the authorized

driver is engaged in a race, training activity, contest, or use
of the rental vehicle for an iIIegal purpose.
# (4) The rental agreement is based on false or misleading
information supplied by the customer or an authorized driver.
e, (5) The damage or loss is caused by operating the
rental vehicle other than on regularly maintained hard surface
roadways, including private driveways and parking lots.
+ (6) The damage or loss arises out of the use of the
rental vehicle to transport persons or property for hire or to
push or tow anything.
fr (7) The danage or loss occurs while the rental vehicle
is operated by a driver other than an authorized driver.
# l;Q_ The damage or loss arises out of the use of the
rental vehicle outside the continentat United States unless
such use is specifically authorized by the rental agreement.
i- (9) The damage or loss is attributable to theft which
occurs with the prior knowledge or knowing participation of an
authorized driver, or vrhich is attributable to the authorized
driver leaving the rentar vehicle unattended with the keys in
the rental vehicle.
b. This section does not alter the liability of a customer
or authorized driver for bodily injury or the death of another
and for property damage other than to the rental vehicle in
accordance with the rental agreement. This section does not
prohibit a rentar company from accepting or negotiating master
contracts with companies or government entities in advance of
need whereby the companies or government entities specifically
agree to assume liability in exchange for rate concessions.
This section does not prohibit a rental company from entering
into agreements with insurance companies to provide replacement
vehicles to insurance company customers whereby the insurance
company agrees to assume the risk of loss.
c. rf the rental vehicle is not repaired, damages shall not
exceed the fair market value of the vehicle, as determined in
the customary market for that vehicle, less sarvage or actual
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sale value, plus additional license and tax fees incurred
because of the saler plus administrative fees. A claim shall
not be made for loss of use if the rental vehicle is not
repaired.

2. a. A rental company may offer a collision damage waiver
under the following terms and conditions:
æ (1) All restrictions, conditions, and exclusions must
be printed in the rental agreement, or on a separate sheet or
document, in ten point type, or largeri or vrritten in pen and
ink or typewritten in or on the face of the rental agreement
in a blank space provided for such restrictions, conditions,
and exclusions. The rental agreement may provide that the
collision damage waiver may be voided under the conditions set
paragraph 'b",
forth in subsection 1,
subparagraphs (1) through (9).
* (21 The rental agreement, separate sheet, or document
must clearly and conspicuously state both the daily and
estimated total charge for the collision damage waiver.
È (3) (a) The rental agreement, separate sheet, or
document given to the customer prior to entering into the
rental agreement must display in ten point type, or larger, the
following notice:
NOTICE: THIS
A COLLISION

CONTRACT OFFERS, FOR AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE,

TO COVER ALL OR PART OF YOUR
RESPONSTBILITY FOR DATdAGE TO TIIE RENTAL VEHICLE.
BEFORE DECIDING WHETITER TO PURCIIASE THE COLLISION DAII{AGE
WAIVER, YOU MAY WISH TO DETERI{INE WHETHER YOUR OWN AUTOüOBILE
INSURANCE AFFORDS YOU COVERAGE FOR DAUAGE TO TIIE RENTAL VEHICLE
AND TIIE A}iOUNT OF THE DEDUCTIBLE UNDER YOUR OWN INSURANCE
COVERAGE. THE PURCHASE OF THIS COLLISION DAII{AGE WAIVER IS NOT
I{ANDATORY AND II{AY BE DECLINED.
DAIIIAGE WAIVER

(b) The customer rnust separately acknowledge that the
customer received the above notice, that the customer desires
to purchase the collision damage waiver, and the terns of the
collision damage waiver to which the customer agrees.
t l3)_ The car rental company shall not pay commissions to
a rental counter agent or representative for selling collision
damage waivers and is prohibited from considering volume of
sales of collision damage waiverg in an employee evaluation or
determination of promotion.
b. Hosrever, notwithstanding whether a rental company
offers a collision damage waiver under the provisions of this
subsection, the rental company shall not hold an authorized
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driver liable for damage or loss due to theft except where
subsection I' paragraph Y 'Þ", subparagraph (9) applies.
Sec. l-28. Section 518C.3' subsection 4, paragraph b' Code
Supplement 2011, is amended to read as follows:
b. (1) "Covered ciaim" does not include any of the
following:

(a) An amount due a reinsurer, insurer, insurance pool,
underwriting association' or other group assuming insurance
risks, as subrogation, contribution' indemnity recoveries' or
fi+

otherwise.

{+} (b) An amount that constitutes the portion of a
claim that is within an insured's deductible or self-insured
retention.

(c) A fee or other amount relating to goods or services
sought by or on behalf of an attorney, adjuster, witness, or
other provider of goods or services retained by the insolvent
insurer or by an insured prior to the date the insurer was
€+

declared insolvent.

-(+Ì (d) An amount that constitutes a f ine, penalty,
interest, or punitive or exemplary damages.
{Ð (e) A fee or other amount sought by or on behalf of
an attorneyr adjuster, witness, or other provider of goods or
services retained by the insured or claimant in connection with
the assertion of any claim, covered or otherwise, against the
association.
ff+ (f ) A claim filed with the association or with a
liquidator for protection afforded under the insured's policy
or contract for incurred but not reported losses or expenses.
(g) An amount that is an obligation owed to or on
behalf of an affiliate of, as defined in section 5214.1, an
insolvent ingurer.

(2) Notwithstanding
subparagraph (1), subparagraph divisions (a) through (g), a
person is not prevented from presenting a noncovered claim
to the insolvent insurer or its liquidator. However, the
noncovered claim shall not be asserted against any other
person, including the person to whom benefits were paid or the
insured of the insolvent insurer, except to the extent that
the claim is outside the coverage of the policy issued by the
insolvent insurer.
Sec. l-29. Section 5214.3, subsections 1 and 2, Code 20LI,
are amended to read as follows:
1. FÍJÍng requirements.

Senate
Senate
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a. No person other than the issuer shal1 make a tender offer
for or a request or invitation for tenders of, or enter into
any agreement to exchange securities for, seek to acguire' or
acquire, in the open market or otherwise, âDy voting security
of a domestic insurer if, after the consummation thereof'
such person would, directly or indirectly, or by conversion
or by exercise of any right to acquire, be in control of such
insurer, and no person shaIl enter into an agreement to merge
with or otherwise to acquire control of a domestic insurer
unless, at the time any such offer, request, or invitation
is made or any such agreement is entered into, or prior to
the acquisition of such securities if no offer or agreement
is involved¡ such person has filed with the commissioner and
has sent to such insurer, and such insurer has sent to its
shareholders, a statement containing the information required
by this section and such offer, request, invitation, agreement
or acquisition has been approved by the commissioner in the
manner hereinafter prescribed,
b. For purposes of this section a domestic insurer shall
include any other person controlling a domestic insurer unless
the other person is either directly or through its affiliates
primarily engaged in business other than the business of
insurance. However, for purposes of this section opetson"
does not include a securities broker holding, in the usual and
customary broker's function, less than twenty percent of the
voting securities of an insurance company or of a person which
controls an insurance company.
2. Content of statement.
a. The statement to be filed with the commissioner hereunder
shall be made under oath or affirmation and shall contain the
following information:
¿rT (1) The name and address of each person by whom or
on whose behalf the merger or other acquisition of control
referred to in subsection 1 ef++å++ee+iol* is to be effected,
hereinafter calIed "acquiring party".
fÐ (a) If such person is an individual, the individual's
principal occupation and all offices and positions held during
the past five years, and any conviction of crimes other than
minor traffic violations during the past ten years.
{++ (b) If such person is not an individual, a report
of the nature of its business operations during the past
five years or for such lesser period as such person and
any predecessors thereof shall have been in existencei an

'l
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informative description of the business intended to be done
by such person and such person's subsidiaries; and a list of
all individuals who are or who have been selected to become
directors or executive officers of such person, or who perform
or will perform functions appropriate to such positions. Such
list shall include for each such individual the information
required by subparagraph
division (a).
* (2) The source, nature and amount of the consideration
used or to be used in effecting the merger or other acquisition
of control, a description of any transaction in which funds
$rere or are to be obtained for any such purpose including a
pledge of the insurer's stock, or the stock of any of its
subsidiaries or controlling affiliates, and the identity of
persons furnishing the consideration. However, if a source
of the consideration is a loan made in the lender's ordinary
course of business, the identity of the lender shall remain
confidential, if the person filing the statement so requests.
* (3) Fu1ly audited financial information as to the
earnings and financial condition of each acquiring party for
the preceding five fiscal years of each such acquiring party,
or for such lesser period as such acquiring party and any
predecessors thereof sha1l have been in existence, and similar
unaudited information as of a date not earlier than ninety days
prior to the filing of the statement.
# (4) Any plans or proposals which each acquiring party
may have to liquidate such insurer, to sell its assets or
merge or consolidate it with any person, or to make any other
material change in its business or corporate structure or
management.

e7- (5) The number of shares of any security referred to
in subsection t ef-**,i+*ee+ion which each acquiring party
proposes to acquire, and the terms of the offer, request,
invitation, agreement, or acquisition referred to in subsection
1 ef4is.*eeÈiea, and a statement as to the method by which the
fairness of the proposal was arrived at.
+ (6) The amount of each class of any security referred
to in subsection 1 oÉ+.his-*ee+ier which is beneficiatly owned
or concerning which there is a right to acquire beneficial
ownership by each acquiring party.
h f,7) A full description of any contracts, arrangements
or understandings with respect to any security referred to
in subsection t ef-+t+is-see+íon in which any acquiring party
is involved, including but not limited to transfer of any of
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the securities, joint ventures, loan or option arrangements,
puts or ca11s, guarantees of loansr Çuêrâotees against loss
or guarantees of profits, division of losses or profits, or
the giving or withholding of proxies. Such description shal1
identify the persons lrith whom such contracts' arrangements or
understandings have been entered into.
(8) A description of the purchase of any security
t
referred to in subsection 1 o.€+åå+.+ee+ien during the twelve
calendar months preceding the filing of the statement, by any
acquiring party, including the dates of purchase, names of
the purchasers, and consideration paid or agreed to be paid
therefor.
í- (9) A description of any recommendations to purchase
any security referred to in subsection 1 o++Þí-s--see+ien made
during the twelve calendar months preceding the filing of the
statement, by any acquiring party, or by anyone based upon
interview or at the suggestion of such acquiring party.
(10) Copies of all tender offers for, requests or
f
invitations for tenders of, exchange offers for, and agreements
to acquire or exchange any securities referred to in subsection
I ef-#i*.*ee#åelt, and, if distributed, of additional
soliciting material relating thereto.
b (11) The terms of any agreement, contract or
understanding made with any broker-dealer as to solicitation
of securities referred to in subsection 1 o€*àå*.*eeàien
for tender, and the amount of any fees, commissions or other
compensation to be paid to broker-dealers v¡ith regard thereto.
*= (I2) Additional information as the commissioner rnay by
rule prescribe as necessary or appropriate for the protection
of policyholders of the insurer or in the public interest.
b. If the person required to file the statement referred
to in subsection I e€+l+i+*ee+iei* is a partnership, limited
partnership, syndicate or other Çroupr the commissioner may
require that the information called for by @
*e* paragraph 'Þ", subparagraphs
(1) through (12) shall be given with respect to each partner
of such partnership or limited partnership, each member of
such syndicate or group, and each person who controls such
partner or member. If any such partner, member or person is
a corporation or the person required to file the statement
referred to in subsection 1 e.ftåås.*ee+i-el* is a corporation,
the commissioner may require that the information called for
bY
ien paragraph
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such

corporation, and each person who is directly or indirectly the
beneficial owner of more than ten percent of the outstanding
voting securities of such corporation. If any material change
occurs in the facts set forth in the statement filed with the
commissioner and sent to such insurer pursuant to this section,
an amendment setting forth such change, together with copies of
all documents and other material relevant to such change, sha1l
be filed with the commissioner and sent to such insurer within
two business days after the person learns of such change. Such
insurer shaII send such amendment to its shareholders.
Sec. 130. Section 52LB.2t unnumbered paragraph I, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
Credit for reinsurance is allowed a domestic ceding insurer
as either an asset or a deduction from liability on acbount of
reinsurance ceded only if the reinsurer meets the requirements
of subsection 1,2, 3t 4, or 5. If the reinsurer meets
the requirements of subsection 3 or 4, the requirements of
subsection 6 must also be met. This section does not apply to
reinsurance ceded and assumed pursuant to pooling arrangements
among insurers in the same holding company system.
Sec. 131. Section 52l.'F .2, subsection 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. a, Credit is allowed if the reinsurance is ceded to an
assuming insurer which is accredited as a reinsurer in this
state. An accredited reinsurer is one which satisfies all of
the following conditions:
¿tT (1) Files with the commissioner evidence of submission
to the jurisdiction of this state.
b- (2) Submits to the authority of this state to examine
its books and records.
* (3) Is licensed to transact reinsurance in at least one
state, or in the case of a United States branch of an alien
assuming insurer, is entered through and licensed to transact
the business of reinsurance in at least one state.
* (4) Files annually with the commissioner a copy of
its annual statement filed with the insurance department of
its state of domicile and a copy of its most recent audited
financial statement and does either of the following:
{+} (a) l{aintains a surplus with respect to policyholders
in an amount which is not less than twenty mirrion dolrars and
whose accreditation has not been denied by the commissioner
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within ninety days of its submission to the jurisdiction of
this state,
{++ (b) ì'faintains a surplus with respect to policyholders
in an amount less than twenty nillion dollars and whose
accreditation has been approved by the commissioner. Credit
shal1 not be allowed a domestic ceding insurer, if the
accreditation of the assuming insurer is revoked by the
commissioner after notice and hearing.
b. To qualify as an accredited reinsurer, an assuming
insurer must meet all of the requirements and the standards
set forth in this subsection. If the commissioner determines
that the assurning insurer has failed to continue to meet any
of these requirements or standards, the commissioner may upon
written notice and hearing revoke accreditation of the assuming
insurer.

Sec. 132. Section 52l.C.3, subsection 5, Code 201f is
amended to read as follows:
5. a, The commissioner may refuse to issue a reinsurance
intermediary license if, in the commissioner's judgment, any of
the following conditions are present:
æ (1) The applicant, anyone named in the application, or
any member, principal, officer, or director of the applicant,
is not trustworthy.
(2) A controtling person of such applicant is not
t
trustworthy to act as a reinsurance intermediary.
* (3) Conditions present in @
subparagraph (1) or (2) have given cause for revocation or
suspension of a license, or a person referred to in pafågr€¡lh
Þ" or 'þ" subparagraph (1) or (2) has failed to comply with any
prerequisite for the issuance of a license.
b. Upon written request, the commissioner shall furnish a
written sunmary of the basis for refusat to issue a license,
which document is privileged and not subject to disclosure
under chapter 22.
Sec. 133. Section 52LD.4, subsection 3, Code 2011, is
anended to read as follows:
3. a. A report required to be filed pursuant to this
chapter is to be filed regardless of who has initiated the
nonrenewal, cancellation, or revision of the ceded reinsurance
agreement whenever one or more of the following conditions
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exist:
¿ìT (1) The entire cession has been canceled' nonrenewed'
or revised and ceded indemnity and loss adjustment expense
reserves, after any nonrenewal, cancellation, or revision,
represent less than fifty percent of the comparable reserves
that would have been ceded had the nonrenewal, cancellation, or
revision not occurred.
* (21 An authorized or accredited reinsurer has been
replaced on an existing cession by an unauthorized reinsurer.
t (3) Collateral requirements previously established for
unauthorized reinsurers have been reduced.
b. Subject to the materiality criteria, for purposes of
paragraph >", subparagraphs (2') and (3),
a report shal1 be filed if the result of the revision affects
more than ten percent of the cession.
Sec. 134. Section 524.605, Code 2011, is amended to read as

follows:
524.605 L,iability of directors in certain cases.
1. In addition to any other liabilities imposed by law upon
directors of a state bank:
;h a. Directors of a state bank who vote for or assent
to the declaration of any dividend or other distributÍon of
the assets of a state bank to its shareholders in wi1Iful or
negligent violation of the provisions of this chapter or of
any restrictions contained in the articles of incorporation,
sha1I be jointly and severally liable to the state bank for
the amount of such dividend which is paid or the value of
such assets which are distributed in excess of the amount
of such dividend or distribution which could have been
paid or distributed without a violation of the provisions
of this chapter or of the restrictions in the articles of
incorporation.
* b, The directors of a state bank v¡ho vote for or
assent to any distribution of assets of a state bank to its
shareholders during the dissolution of the state bank without
the paynent and discharge of, or making adequate provision for,
all known debtsr obligations, and 1iabilities of the state bank
shalI be jointry and severally Iiab1e to the state bank for the
value of such assets which are distributed, to the extent that
such debts, obligations and liabilities of the state bank are
not thereafter paid and discharged.
+ c. The directors of a state bank who, wi1lfully or
negligently, vote for or assent to loans or extensions of
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credit in violation of the provisions of this chapter ' shall be
jointly and severally Iiable to the state bank for the total
amount of any loss sustained.
* d. The directors of a state bank who, wil1fully or
negligently, vote for or assent to any investment of funds of
the state bank in violation of the provisions of this chapter
shal1 be jointly and severally IiabIe to the state bank for the
amount of any loss sustained on such investment.
2. A director of a state bank who is present at a neeting
of its board of directors at which action on any matter is
taken shall be presumed to have assented to the action taken
unless the director's dissent sha11 be entered in the minutes
of the meeting or unless the director shall file the director's
written dissent to such action with the individual actíng as
the secretary of the meeting before the adjournment thereof or
shall forward such dissent by registered or certified rnail to
the cashier of the state bank promptly after the adjournment
of the meeting. Such right to dissent sha1l not apply to a
director who voted in favor of such action.
3. A director shaIl not be 1iabIe under subsection 1 , 4
*b", "c", ot "d" if
@i-9t
F,aragtaplc. "a",
the director relied and acted in good faith upon information
represented to the director to be correct by an officer or
officers of such state bank or stated in a written report by a
certified public accountant or firm of such accountants. No
director shal1 be deemed to be negligent within the meaning
of this section if the director in good faith exercised that
diligence, care and ski11 which an ordinarily prudent person
would exercise as a director under similar circumstances.
4. Any director against whom a claim shall be asserted under
or pursuant to this section for the payment of a dividend or
other distribution of assets of a state bank and who sha1l be
held liable thereon, shall be entitled to contribution from
the shareholders who accepted or received any such dividend or
assets, knowing such dividend or distribution to have been made
in violation of the provisions of this chapter, in proportion
to the amounts received by them respectively. Further, any
director against whom a claim shal1 be asserted pursuant to
this section for the payment of any liability imposed by this
section shaI1 be entitled to contribution from any director
found to be similarly liable.
5. Whenever the superintendent deems it necessary the
superintendent may require, after affording an opportunity for

ll
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a hearing upon adequate notice, that a director or directors
whom the superintendent reasonably believes to be liable to
a state bank pursuant to subsection 1, æis
oþ", "c", or od", to place in an escrow
e'e€+i.9lt paragraph "a",
account in an insured bank located in this state, as directed
by the superintendent, an amount sufficient to discharge any
liability which may accrue pursuant to subsection L¡ ffi7
patagÍar.lr. oa", "b", "c", ot '-d". The
#'åon
amount so deposited shall be paid over to the state bank by
the superintendent upon final determination of the amount of
Any portion of the escrow account which is not
such tiability.
necessary to meet such liability shall be repaid on a pro rata
basis to the directors who contributed to the fund.
6. Any action seeking to impose liability under this
section, other than liability for contribution' shaI1 be
conmenced only within five years of the action complaíned of
and not thereafter.
Sec. 135. Section 524.9OL, subsection 7, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
7. a, A state bank, upon the approval of the
superintendent, may invest up to five percent of its aggregate
capital in the shares or equity interests of any of the
following:
¿È (1) Economic development corporations organized under
chapter 4968 to the extent authorized by and subject to the

linitations of that chapter.
(2) Community development corporations or conmunity
t
development projects to the same extent a national bank may
invest in such corporations or projects pursuant to 12 U.S.C.
s 24.
# (3) Small business investment companies as defíned by
the laws of the United States.
* (4) Venture capítal funds which invest an amount equal
to at least fifty percent of a state bank's investment in smaIl
businesses having their principal offices within this state and
having either more than one-half of their assets within this
state or more than one-half of their employees employed within
this state.
* (5) Small businesses having a principal office within
this state and having either more than one-half of their assets
within this state or more than one-half of their employees
employed within this state. An investment by a state bank
in a snall business under this par€{¡raph subparagraph shall
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be included with the obligations of the smal1 business to
the state bank that are incurred as a result of the exercise
by the state bank of the powers conferred in section 524.902
for the purpose of determining the total obligations of the
smaIl business pursuant to section 524.904. A state bank's
equity interest investment in a sma1l business, pursuant to
this par€gr€Þ'h subparagraph, shaIl not exceed a twenty percent
ownership interest in the small business.
+ (6) Other entities, acceptable to the superintendent,
whose sole purpose is to promote economic or civic developments
within a conmunity or this state.
b. A state bank's total investment in any combination of

the shares or equity interests of the entities identified
paragraph 'Þ", subparagraphs
in
(1) through (6) shall be limited to fifteen percent of its
aggregate capital.
c, For purposes of this subsection:
(1) The term "eøujÊy i¡úeresÉs" means limited partnership
interests and other equity interests in which liability is
limited to the amount of the investment, but does not mean
general partnership interests or other interests involving
general liability.
(2) The term *s¡z¡a]J þusj¡ess" means a corporation,
partnership, proprietorship, or other entity which meets
the appropriate united states small business administration
definition of smalI business and which is principally engaged
in the development or exploitation of inventions, technological
improvements, nevr processes, or other products not previousry
generally available in this state, or other investments which
provide an economic benefit to the state.
(3)
The term "venture
capital fund" means a corporationr partnership, proprietorship,
or other entity whose principal business is or will be the
making of investments in, and the providing of significant
manageria1assistanceto,sma11businesses.M
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Sec. 136. Section 527.7, Code 2011, is
follows:

amended

to read as

527.7 Records maintained.
1. All transactions engaged in through a satellite terminal
shall be recorded in a form from which it will be possible
to produce a humanly readable record of any transaction, and
these recordings sha1l be retained by the utilizing financial
institutions for the periods required by law.
2. The machine receipt provided to a satellite account
transaction card user by a satellite terminal shall be
admissible as evidence in any lega1 action or proceeding and
shal1 constitute prima facie proof of the transaction evidence
by that receipt.
3. A financial institution shall provide each of its
satellite account holders with a periodic account statement
that shall contain a brief description of all satellite
terminal transactions sufficient to enable the account holder
to identify any transaction and to relate it to machine
receipts provided by satellite terminals.
4. When a periodic account statement includes both
satellite terminal transactions and other nonsatellite terminal
transactions, all satellite terminal transactions shall be
indicated as such, and shaIl be accompanied by the description
required by €Fis subsection 3.
5. The administrator may provide by rule for the recording
and maintenance, by any financial institution utilizing a
satellite terminal, of amounts involved in a transaction
engaged in through the satellite terminal which are of a known
tax consequence to the customer initiating the transaction.
For the purpose of this pa*agr€Þ'h subsection, "knonzn tax
conseguences" means and includes but shaI1 not be limited to the
following:
+ a. An amount directly or indirectly received from a
customer and appried to a loan account of the customer which
represents interest paid by the customer to the financial
institution.
* b' rn any transaction where the total amount involved
is deducted from funds in a customer's account and is
simultaneously paid either directly or índirectly by the
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financial institution to the account of a third party, âDy
portion of the transaction amount which represents a sales or
other tax imposed upon or included within the transaction and
collected by that third party from the customer, or any portion
of the transaction amount which represents interest paid to the
third party by the customer.
3-r c. Any other transaction which the adninistrator
determines to have direct tax consequences to the customer.
The administrator also may provide for the periodic
distribution to customers of summaries of transactions having
known tax conseguences.
Sec. l3'7. Section 527.9, subsection 2, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
2. a. A person desiring to operate a central routing unit
shall submit to the administrator an application which shall
contain all of the following information:
¿,7 (1) The name and business address of the owner of the
proposed unit.
(2) The name and business address of each data
t
processing center and other central routing unit with which
the proposed central routing unit will have direct electronic
comrnunication.
* (3) The

location of the proposed central routing unit.
t (4) A schedule of the charges which will be required to
be paid to that applicant by each financial institution which
utilizes the proposed central routing unit.

t (5) An agreement by the applicant that the proposed
central routing unit will be capable of accepting and routing,
and will be operated to accept and route, transmissions of data
originating at any satetlite terminal located in this state,
except li¡nited-function terminals, whether receiving from that
terminal or from a data processing center or other central
routing unit.
+ Lq] A representation and undertaking that the proposed
central routing unit is directly connected to every data
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processing center that is directly connected to a satellite
terminal located in this state, and that the proposed central
routing unit will provide for direct connection in the
future with any data processing center that becomes directly
connected to a satellite terminal located in this state. This
representation and undertaking is not required of a central
routing unit with respect to linited-function terminals.
å, The application shall be accompanied by all agreements
between the proposed central routing unit and all data
processing centers and other central routing units respecting
the transmission of transaction data; and a copy of any

central routing unit and
any financial institution establishing a satellite terminal
unless that agreement theretofore has been filed with the
administrator pursuant to section 527.5.
Sec. 138. Section 533.102, subsection 3, Code 201I' is
amended to read as follows:
3. a. *Credit union" means a cooperative, nonprofit
association, organized or incorporated in accordance with the
provisions of this chapter or under the laws of another state
or the Federal Credit Union Actr L2 ÌJ.S.C. S 1751 et seq.'
for the purposes of creating a source of credit at a fair and
reasonable rate of ínterest, of encouraging habits of thrift
among its members, and of providing an opportunity for its
members to use and control their own money on a democratic
basis in order to irnprove their economic and social condition.
b. A e*edi***åor* "credÍt union" is also a supervised
financial organization as that term is defined and used in
chapter 537, the lowa consumer credit code.
Sec. 139. Section 5364.10' Code 2011, is amended to read as
agreement between the proposed

follows:
5364.10 Issuance of license.
1. If the superintendent shall find:
;tã a, That the financial responsibility' experience,
character and general fitness of the applicant and of the
officers thereof are such as to command the confidence of the
community, and to warrant the belief that the business will be
operated honestly, fairly and efficiently within the purpose of

this chapter;
+ b. That a reasonable necessity exists for a new
industrial loan company in the community to be served;
+- c, fhat the applicant has available for the operation
of the business at the specified location paid-in capital and

i

ii
li
tl
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surplus as required by section 5364.8; and
ç d. That the applicant is a corporation organized for
pecuniary profit under the laws of the state of lowa.
2. The superintendent shall approve the application and
issue to the applicant a license to engage in the industrial
loan business in accordance with the provisions of this

chapter. The superintendent shall approve or deny an
application for a license within one hundred twenty days from
the date of the filing of such application.
Sec. 140. Section 5428.2, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
5428.2 Terms defined.
As used in the chapter, unless the context otherwise
requires:
1. The 'þeard" *Board" means the engineering and land
surveying examining board provided by this chapter.
2. *Design coordinatÍon" includes tl.e revíew and
coordination of technical submissions prepared by others,
including as appropriate and without limitation, consulting
engineers, architects, landscape architects, land surveyors,
and other professionals working under the direction of the
engineer.

3.

"Engíneer intern" means a person who passes an examination in
the fundamental engineering subjects, but does not entitle the
person to claim to be a professional engineer.
4. "EngÍneerÍng documents" íncl-udes a]-L rj¿ns,
specifications, drawings, and reports, if the preparation
of such documents constitutes or requires the practice of
engineering.
5. "Engineering surveys" íncludes aLl- survey actívílies
required to support the sound conception, planning, design,
construction, maintenance, and operation of engineered
projects, but excludes the surveying of real property for the
establishment of land boundaries, rights-of-way, easements, and
the dependent or independent surveys or resurveys of the public
land survey system.
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and personal supervision over any land surveying work or work
involving the practice of engineering. One or more persons'
jointly or severally, may be in responsible charge.
5¡ a¡ 'lFhe praeÈåee of *Jaad gar¡¡qUíng" ineltrêes prevåding
prefessfenal ser
ÈesÈ*men!¡r evaluaÈienr planningr mappingr assemblingi anê

relaÈive Èo the loeaÈien of properÈy 1ines er boundaries¡
survel¡ång ineluêesi buÈ

is

and

noÈ limiÈed Èoi èhe fet*ow*ng:

seÈ!ing¡ er resetÈing of permanenÈ msnumenÈaèien fer

an!¡

Seèting permanenÈ monumenÈs eensÈiÈuÈes an imprevemenÈ èo rea*

p*epe*+f
(2) l.taking anl¡ surve!¡ for

Èhe

division er subdivisien of

anlr

(3) ÐeÈerminaÈioa¡ by Èhe use o€ Èhe príneiPles of land
st¡rvef¡ingi of Èhe pesit*en for anl¡ permaneûÈ survey mentrmenÈ or
referenee poinÈr er seÈÈ+ngr reseÈÈångr er rep+aeing aûy survey
(4) êreaÈing and wriÈing

meÈes and bounds

deseripÈions as

(5) €eedeÈåe surveying for deÈerminaÈåen of Èhe size and
shape ef Èhe earÈh beÈh herízonÈally and verÈiealll¡ fer Èhe
Èhe earÈh uÈilåzing angular and

*inear

measuremenÈs Èhrough

(5) €reaÈien¡ f¡reparaÈieni er meêifieaÈÈen ef eleeÈrenie

iree*
lag-€,Êg.iã€€+ifç.

iree*i*g-

ffii*r

(l)

Engages

in land survelríng¡
+gÈ
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Èhe

i

pe*seri@
(3) Uses any Èitle nh*eh implies ÈhaÈ Ëhe lterson is a land
st¡rvel¡or er ÈhaÈ Èhe persen is låeensed under Ëhis ehaÍrÈer ¡
(4) Ilelds Èhe ftersen's se*f euÈ as able Ëe per€ermr er whe
dees per€ermr an!¡ serviee er werlß ineludeê ån Èhe praeÈiee ef
I'aa¿*t¡r¡¡e5Énæ

æ

'1

ïs

.

e¡¿f+e* *Land surveyíng documents" includes

all platsr maps,
surveys, and reports, if the preparation thereof constitutes or
requires the practice of land surveying.

+8.

sååJ+-fieåñ *Land surveyor" means a person who engages in the

practice of land surveyinÇ
.
*PractÍce
€Ë 9. a.
of engìneering" as-+sedir++is
eå€ÞÈ€r means any service or creative work' the adequate
performance of which requires engineering education' trainingt
and experience in the application of special knowledge of the
mathematical, physical, and engineering sciences, such as
consultation, investigation, evaluation, planning, design and
design coordination of engineering works and systems, planning
the use of land and water, performing engineering surveys and
studies, and the review of construction for the purpose of
monitoring conpliance with drawings and specifications, any of
which embraces such services or creative work, either pubLíc
or private, in connection with any utilities, structures,
buildings, machines, equipment, processes, work systems,
projects, and industrial or consumer products or equipment of
a mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, or thermal
nature, insofar as they involve safeguarding life, health, or
property, and including such other professional services as
may be necessary to the planningr proÇrêss¡ and completion of
the services identif ied in this paæ
subsection . @ø

ie+

I
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b. A person is construed to be engaged in the practice of
engineering if the person does any of the following:
¿tT (1) Practices any branch of the profession of
eng].neer ]-ng .

*

(2)

a representation by verbal c1aim, sign,
advertisement, letterhead, card, or other manner that the
person is a professional engineer.
È (3) Uses any title which inplies that the person is a
professional engineer or that the person is certified under
this chapter.
t lll_ The person holds the person's self out as able to
perform, or who does perform, any service or work included in
the practice of engineering.
L0. a. "Practice of Land surveying" íncLudes providing
professional services such as consultation, investigation,
testimony, evaluation, planning, mapping, assembling, and
interpreting reliable scientific measurements and information
relative to the location of property lines or boundaries, and
the utilization, development, and interpretation of these facts
into an orderly survey, plat, or map. The practice of land
surveying includes but is not limited to the following:
(1) tocating, relocating, establíshing, reestablishing,
setting, or resetting of permanent monumentation for any
property line or boundary of any tract or parcel of land.
Setting permanent monuments constitutes an improvement to real
l,fakes

property.

(2) l,faking any survey for the division or subdivision of any
tract or parcel of land.
(3) Determination, by the use of the principles of land
surveying, of the position for any permanent survey monument or
reference point, or setting, resetting, or replacing any survey
monument or reference point excluding the responsibility of
engineers pursuant to section 314.8.
(4) Creating and writing metes and bounds descriptions as
defined in section 354.2.
(5) Geodetic surveying for determination of the size and
shape of the earth both horizontally and vertically for the
precise positioning of permanent land survey monuments on
the earth utilizing angular and rinear measurements through
spatially oriented spherical geometry.
(6) Creation, preparation, or modification of electronic
or computerized data, including land information systems and
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geographical information systems, relative to the performance
of the activities identified in subparagraphs (1) through (5).
å, This subsection does not prohibit a professional engineer
from practicing any aspect of the practice of engineering. A
land surveyor is not prohibited from performing engineering
surveys as defined in the practice of engineering.
c, A person is construed to be engaged in or offering to be
engaged in the practice of land surveying if the person does
any of the following:
(1) Engages in land surveying.
(2) l¡lakes a representation by verbal cIaim, sign,
advertisement, letterhead, card or other manner that the
person is a land surveyor.
(3) Uses any title which implies that the person is a land
surveyor or that the person is licensed under this chapter.
(4) Ilolds the person's self out as able to perform, or who
does perform, any service or work included in the practice of
land surveying.

*

lt.

is

en¿pær *Professiona.L engineer" means a person, who, by
reason of the person's knowledge of mathematics, the physical
sciences, and the principles of engineering, acquired by

professional education or practical experience, is gualified to
engage in the practice of engineering.
Sec. 141. Section 542P .l-4, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
5428.14 General requirements for licensure
tenporary
pernit to practice engineering.
1. Each applicant for licensure as a professional engineer
or land surveyor shall have all of the forlowing requirements,
respectively, to wit:
+ a. As a professional engineer:
æ (1) (a) Graduation from a course in engineering of
four years or more in a schoor or college which, in the opinion
of the board, will properly prepare the applicant for the
examination in fundamental engineering subjects.
{++ (b) Hovreverr prior to July 1, tgBB, in lieu of
compliance with subparagraph fij division (a), the board may
accept eight years' practical experience which, in the opinion
of the board, is of satisfactory character to properry prepare
the applicant for the examination in fundamentar engineering
subjects.
€Ì (c) Bete¡een July 1, 1988, and June 30, 1991, in
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lieu of compliance with subparagraph '({=} division (a), the
board shall require satisfactory completion of a minimum of
two years of postsecondary study in mathematics, physical
sciences, engineering technology, or engineering at an
institution approved by the board, and may accept six years'
practical experience which, in the opinion of the board' is of
satisfactory character to properly prepare the applicant for
the examination in fundamental engineering subjects.
fl+ (d) For applicants who obtained an associate of science
degree or a more advanced degree between July 1' 1983, and
June 30, 1988, in lieu of compliance with subparagraph {:]}
division (a), the board shall only require compliance with the
provisions of subparagraph {€} division (c) with regard to
areas of study and practical experience. Applicants qualifying
under this subparagraph division must meet the requirements of
ear€çr€ph y subparagraph (2), by June 30' 2001.
* (2) Successfully passing a written, oral' or v¡ritten
and oral examination in fundamental engineering subjects which
is designed to show the knowledge of general engineering
principles. A person passing the examination in fundamental
engineering subjects is entitled to a certificate as an
engineer intern
æ (3) In addition to any other requirement, a specific
record of four years or more of practical experience in
engineering work which is of a character satisfactory to the
board.

(4) Successfully passing a written, oral, or written
and oral examination designed to determine the proficiency and
qualifications to engage in the practice of engineering, No
applicant shall be entitled to take this examination until
the applicant shows the necessary practical experience in
t

engineering work.
* b. As a land surveyor:
¿rT (1) (a) Graduation from a course of two years or more
in mathematics, physical sciences, napping and surveying, or
engineering in a school or college and six years of practical
experience, all of which, in the opinion of the board,
will properly prepare the applicant for the examination in
fundamental land surveying subjects.
-(++ (b) However, prior to July 1, 1988, in lieu of
compliance with subparagraph {*} division (a) r the board may
accept eight years' practical experience which, in the opinion
of the board, is of satisfactory character to properly prepare
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the applicant for the examination in fundamental land surveying
subjects.

(2) Successfully passing a written, oral, or srritten and
t
oral examination in fundamental land surveying subjects which
is designed to show the knowledge of general land surveying
principles.
æ (3) In addition to any other requirement, a specific
record of four years or more of practical experience in land
surveying work which is of a character satisfactory to the
board.

(4) Successfully passing a writtenr oral, or written
and oral examination designed to determine the proficiency and
qualifications to engage in the practice of land surveying.
No applicant shall be entitled to take this examination until
the applicant shows the necessary practical experience in land
*

surveying work.
2. The board may establish by rule a temporary permit and
a fee to permit an engineer to practice for a period of time
without applying for licensure.
Sec. l-42. Section 548.112, Code 2011, is arnended to read as

follows:

548.I12 fnfringement.
1. Subject to section 548.116, a person shall not do any of
the following:
;H a. Use, without the consent of the registrantr âDy
reproduction, counterfeit, copy, or colorable imitation of a
mark registered under this chapter in connection with the sare,
distribution, offering for saIe, or advertising of any goods or
services on or in connection with which such use is likely to
cause confusion or mistake, or to deceive as to the source of
origin of such goods or services.
* b. Reproduce, counterfeit, copy, or colorably imitate
any such mark and apply such reproduction, counterfeit¡ coplr
or colorable imitation to labers, signsr prints, packages,
wrappers, receptacles, or advertisements intended to be used
upon or in connection with the sale or other distribution in
this state of such goods or services.
2. The person shall be liable in a civil action by the
registrant for any or all of the remedies provided in section
548.114, except that under subsection ? I, paragraph "ó", the
registrant sha1l not be entitled to recover profits or damages
unless the acts have been committed with the intent to cause
confusion or mistake or to deceive.
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Sec. 143. Section 5514.1' subsection 4' Code 201f is
amended to read as follows:

4. a. "Franchi.ge" means a contract between a seIler and a
purchaser where the parties agree to all of the following:
æ (1) A franchisee is granted the right to engage in
the business of offering, selling, or distributing goods or
services under a marketing plan prescribed in substantial part
by a franchisor.
(2) The operation of the franchisee's business
t
pursuant to such a plan is substantially associated with the
franchisor's business and trademark, service mark, trade name,
logotype, advertising, or other conmercial symbol designating
the franchisor or its affiliate.
b, For the purposes of this subsectionfi+aaeh:#z
(L) *FranchÍsee" means a person to whom a franchise is
granted M,
(2) *Franchisor" means a person who grants a franchise.
Sec. 144. Section 554.2103, subsection 3, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
3.
The
following definitions in other Articles apply to this Article:
a. "Check"
.. o............
Sgction 554.3104
þ. "Consignee".....................
Section 554.7J-02
c.
d,
e,

"Consignor ........

o......
. Sgction 554 .7102
o..........
o... Section 554.9102
"Control"....
..... o o...,...
Sgction 554.7106
f. "Dishonor"..................o...
Sgction s54.3502
g. "Draft"....................
Sgction 554.3104
Sec. 145. Section 554.4104, subsection 3, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
"Consumer goods".

3.
The
following definitions in other Articles apply to this Article:
"Acceptance"o...................
Sgction 554.3409
"Alteration"
.... o.........
o Section 554.3402
"Cashier's check"...............
Section 554.3104
"Certificate of deposit"........
Section 554.3104
"Certified check"........ro.o...
Section 554.3409
"check"................o........
Sgction 554.3104
"Control".......................
Section 554.2106
h. "Holdgr in due course".......... Section 554.3302
Í. "Instrument"......o.............
Section 554.3104
"Notice
of dishonor"............
Section 554.3503
lk. "order".....
..........
Section 554.3103
a.
b.
c.
d.
e,
f.
g¡,

94
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Section 554.3103
1.. "ordinary care-'.....o...........
m. "Person entitled to enforce" ... Section 554,3301
"Prgggntmgnt"..................o
Section 554.3501
"Promise"....
.........
o.... Section 554.3103
ttProve".........................
Section 554.3103
"Te11er's chgck".........
Section 554.3104
r. "Unauthorized signaturê" . . .. . . . . Section 554.3403
Sec. L46. Section 554.5104' Code 2011, is amended to read
as f oIIo¡¡s:
554.5104 Forma1 requirements.
A letter of credit, confirmation, advice, transfer,
amendment, or cancellation may be issued in any form that is
a record and is authenticated ttrÌ by a signature or {jil in
accordance with the agreement of the parties or the standard
practice referred to in section 554.5108, subsection 5.
Sec. L47. Section 554.9102, subsection 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. DeÊinitions in other ArticLes, "êenÈre}" as previêed in
n,
o.
Lq.

definitions in other

The following

Articles apply to this Article:
a. "Applicant"..
..............
Section
"Beneficiaty"..........
b.
Section
c. "Broker"
.. o...... Section
d, "Certificated security".........
Section
"Chgck".....
e.
...............
Sgction
"Clearing
f.
corporation"
..... Section
g, "Contract for sale".............
Section
å, "Control".......................
Sgction
"Customer-'...................o..
Í.
Sgction
j. "Entitlement hoIder".....
Section
k, "Financial asset"....
...... Section
"Holder
1.,
in due course"
.... o Section
"Issuer"
(with respect to a letter
m.
of credit or letter-of-credit right) . . Section
n. "Issuer" (with respect
tO a sgcurity).

o......

o... o. o.......
respect

o, "rssuer" (with
to documents of title) ..............
p.

¿
r.

s.
,

t.

ttLgase"...

o

o.................

"Lease agrggment"...............
"Lease contract"..... o. o. o o...
"Leasghold intgrest"............
it-

aa

IJgSSee ..........oo...

554.5102
554.5102
554.8102
554.8102
554.3104
554.8102
554.2106
554.7106
554.4104
554.8102
5s4.8102
554.3302

ss4.5102

o. Section 554.8201

..
o..
o

o

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

554.7tÙz
554.13103
554.13103
554.13103
554.13103
554.13103
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u. "Lessee in ordinary
course of business".....
v.
Íil.
x.
y._
z.
aa,
ab.
ac.
ad.
ae.
af,
ag.
ah,
ai,
ù_
ak,

Section 554.13103
"Iresgor"...........
o... o o..... o. Sgction 554.13103
"Leggor'g residual interest"....
Section 554.13103
"Letter of credit"..............
Section 554.5102
"l.1erchant"... o o... o.............
Section 554.2LO4
"Negotiable instrument"
Section 554.3104
"Nominated persotr".............
Section 554.5102
"Note"...... o........
Section 554.3104
"Proceeds of a letter of credit". Section 554.5114
"Prove". o... o..................
Sgction 554.3103
"Sa1g"...... o.... o.............
Sgction 554.2106
"sgcuritigs account"...........
Section 554.8501
"securities intermediary"
. Section 554.8102
"security"
.....
. Section 554.8102
"security certificate". o.. o o o.. Section 554.8102
"security entitlement"o. o o o.... Section 554.8102
"Uncertificated secur íty". . . o o. Section 554.8102
DIVISION III
INTERNAT, REFERENCE CHANGES

Sec. 148. Section 225C.288, subsecÈion 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. fnsurance protection, Pursuant to section 507B.4,
subsection 7 3, paragraph "g", a person or designated group of
persons shall not be denied insurance coverage by reason of
mental retardation, a developmental disability, brain injury,
or chronic mental illness.
Sec. 149. Section 225C.29, Code 2011, is amended to read as
follows:
225C.29 Compliance.
Except for a violation of section 225C.288, subsection
2, the sole remedy for violation of a rule adopted by the
commission to implement sections 225C.25 through 225C.288 shaIl
be by a proceeding for compliance initiated by request to the
division pursuant to chapter 17A'. Any decision of the division
sha1I be in accordance with due process of law and is subject
to appeal to the lowa district court pursuant to sections
174.19 and 174.2O by any aggrieved party. Either the division
or a party in interest rnay apply to the lovra district court
for an order to enforce the decision of the division. Any
rules adopted by the conmission to implement sections 225C.25
through 225C.288 do not create any right, entitlement, property
or liberty right or interest, or private cause of action for
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against the state or a political subdivision of the
state or for which the state or a political subdivision of the
state would be responsible. Any violation of section 225C.288,subsection 2, shaI1 solely be subject to the enforcement by the
commissioner of insurance and penalties granted by chapter 5078
for a violation of section 5078.4, subsection 7 3, paragraph

damages

\\q.

Sec. 150. Section 4558.473, subsection 4, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
4. An owner or operator of a storage tank described in
section 4558.47L, subsection I1r paraÇraph Y "b", subparagraph
(1), subparagraph division (a), which brings the tank into
use after July I, 1987, sha1l notify the department of the
existence of the tank within thirty days. The registration
of the tank shall be accompanied by a fee of ten dollars to
be deposited in the storage tank management account. A tank
which is existing before July 1, 1987, sha1l be reported to the
department by July I, 1989. Tanks under this section installed
, orì or following July 1, L987, sha1l comply with underground
storage tank regulations adopted by rule by the department.
Sec. I51. Section 491.5, subsection 8, Code 2011, is amended
to read as follows:
8. Any provision eliminating or limiting the personal
liability of a director to the corporation or its shareholders
or members for money damages as provided in section 4gO.2O2l
subsection 2, paragraph '-d", except that section 4g0.202,
subsection 2r paragraph "d", srbpatagt"ph (Ð, subparagraph {€}
division (c), sha1l have no application.
Sec. l-52. Section 5078.7, subsection I, paragraph c, Code
Supplement 2011, is anended to read as follows:
c. Payment of interest at the rate of ten percent per

if the commissioner finds that the insurer failed to pay
interest as required under section 5078.4, subsection l'6 3,
paragraph 'þ".
sec. 153. section 5128.13, code 2011, is amended to read as
annum

follows:
5128.13 Institutions.
A society may create, maintain, and operate, or may
establish organizations to operate, not-for-profit institutions
to further the purposes permitted by section 5128.6, subsection

It paragraph +Í 'Þ", subparagraph (2). The institutions may
furnish services free or at a reasonable charge. Any real or
personal property owned, held, or leased by the society for
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this purpose shal1 be reported in every annual statement. A
not-for-profit institution so established is a charitable
institution with aII the rights, benefits' and privileges given
to charitable institutions under the Constitution and laws of
the State of lowa. The commissioner rnay adopt appropriate
rules and reporting requirements.
Sec. 154. Section 5158.4' subsection 4, Code Supplement
2011, is amended to read as follows:
4. ConpJÍance vith unfaÍr cJaim settLement practices l.aw. A
risk retention group, its agents, and representatives' shall
I comply with the unfair claim settlement practices law in
section 5078.4, subsection iS 3, paragraph )".
Sec. 155. Section 524.302, subsection 2r paraÇraph c, Code
2011, is amended to read as follows:
c. A provision eliminating or limiting the personal
liability of a director to the corporation or its shareholders
for monetary damages for breach of fiduciary duty as a
directorr provided that the provision does not eliminate
or limit the liability of a director for any breach of
the director's duty of loyalty to the corporation or its
shareholders, for acts or omissions not in good faith or which
involve intentional misconduct or a knowing violation of 1aw,
for any transaction from which the director derives an improper
personal benefit, or under section 524.605, subsection I,
paragraph 'Þ" or 2 Y.
A provision shall not eliminate or
limit the liability of a director for any act or omission
occurring prior to the date when the provision in the articles
of incorporation becomes effective.
Sec. 156. Section 5364.30, subsection 2, Code 2011, is
amended to read as follows:
2. Section 5364.10,
subsection 1
I

paragraphsÞtcrâftcld
DIVISION IV
DIRECTIVES

Sec. 157. CODE EDTTOR DIRECTIVES.
1. Sections l-75.6, subsection 12; and 331.652, subsection
4, Code 2011, are amended by striking the word "co-operation"
and inserting in Iieu thereof the word "cooperation".
2. Sections 28D.1, 32:-.6, and 3414.17, Code 2011, are
amended by striking the word "co-operation" and inserting in
lieu thereof the word "cooperation".
3. Sections 134.9, subsection 2; 29C.L, subsection 3;
169.19, subsection 5; 175.6, subsection 5t 273.9, subsection 2;
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and 403.L2, subsection 1' Code 2011, are amended by striking
the word "co-operate" and inserting in lieu thereof the word
"cooperate".
4. Sections I77A.4, 199.14, and 249.:.-2' Code 2011' are
amended by striking the word "co-operate" and inserting in lieu
thereof the word "cooperate".
5. Section L79.1, subsection 5, Code 2011, is amended by
striking the word "co-operatives" and inserting in lieu thereof
the word "cooperatives".
6. Sections 185.1, subsection 5; I85C.1, subsection 7¡
2154.1, subsection 4; and 419.1, subsection 4, Code 2011, are
amended by striking the word "co-operative" and inserting in
lieu thereof the word "cooperative".
7. Sections 2638.3, 456A.29t and 4568.10, Code 2011, are
amended by striking the word "co-operative" and inserting in
lieu thereof the word "cooperative".
8. Section 275.56, Code 2011, is arnended by striking the
word "re-employing" and inserting in lieu thereof the word
"reemploying".
9. Section 275.56, Code 2011, is amended by striking the
word "re-employed" and inserting in lieu thereof the word
"reempIoyed".

10. Sections 3414.6, subsection 6; and |Ll-.2L, subsection
3, Code 2011, are amended by striking the word "re-employed"
and inserting in lieu thereof the word "reemployed".
fr. The Code editor is directed to number, renumber,
'i
designate, or redesignate to eliminate unnumbered paragraphs
within sections 49I.5, 49]-.111, 496e.2L, 499.47C, 499.6'1 ,

:l

499A,.2A, 501.617, 507A.3, 5O'7C.L2, 510.2, 511.10, 5148.4,
5148.14, 5l-48.20, 515.70, 515F.3, 515G.3, 518.11 , 524.224,
524.604t 524.801, 524.825, 524.1102, 524.1508, 538.5, 544A.11,
544A.2r, 544A.25, 5448.gt 5448.14, 544C.3t 549.r03r 549.113,
552.5, and 552.L2, Code 2011, in accordance with established
Code section hierarchy and correct internal references in the
Code and in any enacted lowa Acts, as necessary.
L2. The Code editor is directed to number, renumber,
designate, or redesignate to eliminate unnumbered paragraphs

within section subunits in sections 490.120, subsection
7, 490.121, subsection 1; 49O.744, subsection 4¡ 490.824,
subsection 4¡ 490.130I, subsection 4; 490.1701, subsection 2¡
490.1701, subsection 3, paragraph "b"¡ 4968.9, subsectíon 3,
paragraph "b"¡ 499.30, subsection 2, paragraph "a"¡ 499.66,
subsection 2t 500.3, subsection 2; 50I4.206, subsection 1;

ll
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5014.502, subsection 3t 5014.'1]-5, subsection 3; 5014.904,
subsection 7; 50I4.906, subsection 2; 5014.1003, subsection
4, paragraph "b"ì 502.3218, subsection 5; 502.509, subsection
138; 5024.1, subsection 4; 504.202, subsection 2, paragraph
"d"t 504.503, subsection 1; 504.635, subsection 4; 504.I509,
subsection 1; 507.10, subsection 4, paragraph "b", subparagraph
(1); 508.36, subsection 2, paragraph "d"; 508.36, subsection
5, paragraph "c", subparagraph (I), subparagraph division (c),
subparagraph subdivision (v); 508.36, subsections 7 and 9;
508.37, subsection 6, paragraph "a"; 508.38, subsection 2t
5098.3, subsection 4; 5138.4, subsection 2; 513C.3, subsection
15t 513C.7, subsection 1; 513C.10, subsection 2¡ 514C.4,
subsection 1; 514D.5, subsection 2¡ 515.l-2, subsection 5;
515.48, subsections 1 and 8; 515.109, subsection 2; 5154.18,
subsection 3; 515Il.5r subsection 1, paragraph "c"; 5158.6,
subsection I¡ 5l-5Ð.2, subsection 2; 515F.5, subsection 1;
515F.13, subsection 2r paraÇraph "d"¡ 5L6A.2, subsection 1;
5168.3, subsection 1, paragraph "c"; 5168.3, subsection 2,
paragraph "b"; 518C.6, subsection I, paragraph "c"¡ 5I8C.7,
subsection I; 5194.3r subsection 3; 5194.4, subsection 1;
5194.9, subsection 2; 5214.5 ¡ subsection 3 r paraÇraphs "a" arld
"b"; 52LA.L4, subsection 7¡ 52l-8.3, subsection 3¡ 52LC.l-L,
subsection 1, 52LD.2, subsection 3; 5218. 10, subsection
1; 5228.14, subsections 6, 7, and 8¡ 523C.5, subsection 1;
523D.3, subsection 1r paragraph "n"¡ 523D.5, subsection 3;
523G.6, subsection 3, 523T.316, subsection 3r paraÇraph "d";
523I.508, subsections 2 and 3; 523r..8L2, subsection 2, 524.103,
subsection 17; 524.606, subsection 2, 524.1403, subsection
2¡ 52'1 .5, subsection 3; 536A.20, subsection 3i 536A.25,
subsection 2, 537.1301, subsection 45; 537.2501, subsection l,
paragraph "f"¡ 537.2510, subsection 2, paragraph "a", 537.36!2,
subsection 4, 537.5110, subsection 2; 537.520I, subsection 1;
5374.10, subsections 9 and Ili 5378.3, subsection 2¡ 543C.e,
subsection 5¡ 546.10, subsection 3; 548.L02, subsection 5;
5514.3, subsection 2; 5514.4, subsection 1r paragraph "b";
552A.2, subsection 6ì 554.2103, subsection 2; 554.4L04,
subsectio¡ 2, 554.5102, subsection 2; 554.8102, subsection 1,
paragraph "i"i 554.8102, subsection 2; 554.8503, subgection
4¡ 554.L2r05, subsections 2 and 3; and 554.13103, subsections
2 and 3, Code and Code Supplement 2011, in accordance with
estabrished code section hierarchy and correct internal
references in the Code and in any enacted Iowa Acts, as
necessary.
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EFFECTIVE DATE PROVISIONS

158. EFFECTM DATE. The section of this Act amending
section 602.420L, subsection 3, paragraph "h", Code 201-1, as
amended by 20J.1 Iowa Actsr ch. L2L, section 60, takes effect
July 1' 20L2.
Sec.
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President of the Senate
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I hereby certify that this bill originated in the Senate and
known as Senate File 2203, Eighty-fourth General Assembly.
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